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I.

METHODS

While child sex slavery in Cambodia is growing exponentiall y, information about
this exploitation is not growing proportionately. There is very linle solid research on the
enigma of sex traffi cking in children, and many fundamental questions remain
unanswered. My intention when I began writing thi s thesis was to combine academic
review of scholarship with ethnographic fi eldwork. I wanted to explore the works of
scholars about the social and historical background in Cambodia to elucidate why this
exploitation persists. I also wanted to stud y legal precedent and protocols to evaluate the
power of the international communi ty to legally intervene. I then intended to compare the
success of rehabilitati ve and educational programs in Cam bodi a to determine how
sustainable freedom can best be achieved.
As I had the chance to visit Cambodia and talk to actual victims, I planned to use
ethnographic methodology to incorporate testimonies and personal interaction to
supplement the lack of specific research in thi s fi eld. I believed ethnography would be an
effecti ve method as it takes a holistic perspecti ve of all contributing factors, such as
history, geography, religion, government, and population. My plan was to conduct an
ethnographic case stud y of Cambodia using current scholarship on these areas, and then
contribute my personal experiences. To ensure quality control and unbiased research. I
used contextualization by conducting my research in Cambodia, triangulation and
nonjudgmentaI orientation. Because thi s is an ongoing problem, one that is skillfully
hidden by perpetrators, I compared numerous accounts and fi gures to get the most
accurate description possible.
4
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There are many non-governmental and non-profit organizations that are currently
fighting to end slavery; therefore, I wanted to examine their methods and success along
with a comparative study of rehabilitation centers to determine how to best create
sustainable freedom. I intended to use my experience at Rapha House as a model.
Rapha House has its headquarters in Joplin, Missouri . They have established safe
houses in Cambodia and Thailand, with the goal of global expansion. Rapha House's
mission is to restore "victims of child slavery and sexual exploitation to sustainable
freedom by partnering with advocates in building communities that extend unconditional
love, physical rescue and transformational healing"l. Primarily individuals, churches,
and charitable donations from corporations fund the organization, though they also
receive government grants. There are currently about ISO girls in Rapha House's care in
four separate homes, and about 50 women have graduated and been reintegrated in the
community since Rapha House's founding in 2003.
Factors for comparison would have included retention rates, percentage of women
who return to prostitution, level of cooperation with local and foreign governments,
educational and vocational programming, quality of staff, etc. I also hoped to interview
staff from each organization to find what their perceptions of their organization's success
and what still needs to be done. Unfortunately, none of the more than 60 organizations I
contacted were willing to reveal any of this information. Many organizations did not
respond to multiple attempts at contact, and none were willing to reveal even the number
of girl s enrolled because of security issues. Many of these organizations depend on the
fact that sexual exploiters do not know they exist or where to find them, and were thus

I

"Who We Are," Rapha House, 20 II , www.raphahouse.org.
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very wary of giving information to outsiders.
I used ethnographic methods to underlying many underlying questions surrounding
the issue of child sex slavery in Cambodia. Some larger questions included why thi s
problem exists, what specific effects it has on Cambodia, and finally what effects it has
on the international community. Unfortunately, after I had completed my ethnographic
work, the organization Rapha House went under new leadership and I was asked to
exclude virtually all personal testimony and observations from my study in order to
protect the identity of the girls involved. Since many of the perpetrators are still at-large,
the organization wants to take all possible measures to prevent causing further harm for
these victims. As a result, I was not able to complete and include the ethnographic work
in my examination of this issue.
Due to these safety issues, I was only able to include an academic examination of the
social and historical background of Cambodia and the status of global legal authority to
stop child sex slavery. I was able to compare how has Cambodia responded, and how the
world has responded, and where each response has been lacking. I also investigated the
benefits of education, the possibilities of prosecution, and the merits of sustainable
freedom to examine whether child sex slavery in Cambodia is a preventable disaster.

II.

DEFINITIO S

The generally accepted definition of human trafficking involves smuggling or
regular migration, coercion and/or deception in the recruitment of slaves, and ends in
exploitation. References to human trafficking in this work will refer to both international
6 Murphy

and national migrations of people for their purpose o[their enslavement. Human
trafficking in many contexts is referred to as "modem day slavery." Within thi s paper
slavery will encompass a broader understanding of forced labor, not necessarily involvi ng
migration. In other words, human trafficking is a subset of slavery itself. Sex trafficking
will refer to human trafficking when it is done with the specific goal of sex ual
exploitation. Sex slavery will be defined as the forced prostitution or virginity sale of an
illegally owned or debt-bonded person. A chi ld will be defined, in concordance with
Cambodian law, as any person under the age of eighteen. The slave trade will refer to the
general practice of enslaving girl child sex slaves for economic gain. However, the
transatlantic slave trade will specifically refer to period of forced migration of African
and South American slaves during the 15 th century.

III.

CONTEXT AND LIMITATIONS

According to the United States Department of State's Trafficking in Persons Report
for 20 I 0, Cambodia is a "source, transit, and destination country for men, women, and
children who are subjected to trafficking in persons, specifically forced labor and forced
prostitution,,2. Around 225,000 of the people in the world who are trafficked, are
trafficked from Southeast Asia] Cambodians are primarily trafficked into Thailand and
Malaysia. There are an estimated 100,000

sex workers in Cambod ia, and about

2 United States Department of State, Trafficking in Persons Repor' 2010- Cambodia, 14
June 20 I 0, 100, avai lable at: hltp:llwww.unhcr.orglrefworldldocidl4c I8840232.html.
J fbid , 380.
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30% of the trafficked population in Cambodia is ethnically Vietnamese'.
It is important to recognize Cambodia's role in international human trafficking.

Because of the modem integrated world we live in, crime within Cambodia is directly or
indirectly linked to every other nation in the world . However, the unique cultural , social
and political conditi ons that contribute to chi ld sex slavery within Cambodia are enough
to warrant their own study.
While Thailand has been the focus of this discussion for years, there is a profound
lack of scholarship discussing the emergence of child sex slavery in Cambodia. Because
Cambodia has had a very distinct political history, ranging from the glory of the
Angkorian Empire to perpetual war with Vietnam . From French colonialization to the
genocide under the Khmer Rouge, Cambodia produces a unique landscape for the study
of the evolution of child sex slavery. My work with Rapha House and personal
interactions with rehabilitated child sex slaves occurred in Cambodia, so I naturally
wanted to continue my research within that same context.
With more time and resources, I would encourage further research to examine
Cambodia's role in human trafficking throughout the globe. I would also encourage
further examination of the practice of child sex slavery within Cambodia and how it
compares to neighboring Southeast Asian nations, and other nations with high levels of
child sex slavery. Accordingly, I will provide a brief overview of the evolution of slavery
as a result of globalization, and how that global ization has specificall y affected Cambodia
in the following introduction.

4
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INTRODUCTIO

TO HUMA

TRAFFICKING: Globalization and the

Evolution of Slavery

Many people in the world believe slavery ended with the abolition of the
•

transatlantic slave trade. While an estimated 13-14 million people were enslaved during
that period, the most often cited statistic is that there are currently 27 million people who
are enslaved, and 1.2 million children are added each year' . Slavery is one of the oldest
forms of human interaction, often described as one person completely controlling another
for economic gain. The total estimate annual value of slave productive in the world is
around US $49 billion, more than Google,

ike, and Starbucks combined 6 Human

trafficking is one of the largest sources of income for organized crime, second only to
drug trafficking 7. Sex trafficking alone generates an estimated US $28 billion 8 .
The extent of slavery in our modem world far surpasses the transatlantic slave
trade. The United States Department of State estimates that between 700,000 and
4,000,000 people are trafficked each year9. Although the slave trade has now been
expanded to encompass more diverse forms of enslavement, and now involves people of
all ages and nationalities, there are a number of similarities between "old" and " new"
slavery.

, "Human Trafficking," Polaris Project, September 23, 20 I 0,
htl p:1Iwww.unicef.orgiprotectionlindex_exploitation.html.
6 "Slavery: A Quick Look," The Freedom Project, accessed January 15, 20 II ,
http://www.thefreedomproject.orgiSlavery.
7 Ibid.
8 Ibid.
9 Cbid, 372.
Murphy
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Common characteristics of slavery that still remain true are the abuse of
children, physical damage to bodies through disease and exhaustion, humiliation, and
economic exploitation of labor' o Despite these similarities, there are also a number of
differences that distinguish human trafficking, commonly called "modem day slavery"
with the transatlantic slave trade.
One of these major differences reflects the changes in economic systems. Rather
than focusing on ownership and assets, modem day slaveowners focus on control and use
of resources". People are no longer property, but instead tool s for economic profit. This
is reflected in the countries that most often house slavery. The majority are former
colonies of slave-trading nations. Rather than maintaining costly colonies, former
colonizers can continue to exploit the populations due to conditions of poverty and poor
health that were imposed under their colonial leadership. Transnational corporations
exploit the natural resources and native labor in much the same way that European
govemments did during the Age of Expansion.
A notable difference in modem slavery is the people who become slaves. Slavery
is no longer contingent on nationality or race, as slave owners are often of the same
nationality or race of the people they are exploiting. lnstead, the basic characteristic of
potential slaves is impoverishment' 2 After World War II , the world population tripled.
The largest population explosions occurred in developing countries with corrupt
govemments. With the huge increase in potential slaves, the price ofa human life has

Bales, viii.
" Ibid, 114.
'2 Bales, II.
I Murphy
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fallen to only ten US dollars in some parts of the world I ] The low cost of slaves means
that they are no longer a significant investment, making them disposable when
complications like HIV/AIDS, pregnancies or old age occur.
Being a modem slave owner means simply that one exercises complete control
over the slave rather than true ownership that implies responsibility for the life of the
slave. In the past when slavery was accepted as legitimate by national governments, there
were detailed records and regulations that at least pretended to protect slaves from abuse.
Slavery is now illegal in every nation, which forces the practice of slavery underground,
often under the control of powerful criminal syndi cates and beyond the control of any
government.
According to Manfred B. Steger, a professor of Globalism at RMIT University in
Australia, globalization has been an ongoing process since the ftrst nomadic groups met.
He defines globalization as "the expansion and intensification of social relations and
consciousness across world-time and world-space I'." Globalization involves a number of
different dimensions- political, economic, ideological, cultural and ecological. Those
dimensions most related to child sex slavery in Cambodia include the political shift in
power from national governments to transnational corporations and organizations, and
the neoliberalization and financial integration that created a global economy.
Globalization exacerbates trafficking because it mobilizes capital, opens borders and
deregulates trade.

Bales, 9, 88.
I. Manfred B. Steger, Globalization: A Very Short Introduction (New York : Oxford
University Press, 2009), 15.
13
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Within Cambodia, globalization created a large socioeconomic gap, creating an
upper class able to purchase the freedom of the enormous lower class. The rape of
resources that occurred during Cambodia's impetuous industrial development has made
the rape of her children today inevitable. Rural communities can no longer compete in the
traditional agriculture sector and are forced to migrate to cities. Cambodia's population is
disproportionately di stributed toward youth. This, paired with the depletion of resources,
and the tyranny of the Khmer Rouge created a nearly endless supply of economically and
socially vulnerable people. Overpopulation and lack of resources or job opportunities
after migration make Cambodians vulnerable to deceit from recruiters or desperate for
any form of employment '5 .
The continuous erosion of the power of nation states due to globalization has
profoundly impacted global slavery. While governments have less power to regulate
slavery, non-governmental human rights organizations and intergovernmental
organizations like the United Nations have greater power, influence, and resources to
intervene. Globalization has expanded markets and borders to facilitate trafficking into
and out of new areas like Cambodia, greatly increasing the supply of potential slaves for
developed nations. The combined deregulation of violence by governments and markets
by neoliberal policies was the perfect storm for creating an easily exploited, economically
vulnerable population in Cambodia.
In essence, slavery is the epitome of capitalism. The basi s of capitali sm is free
markets that change to meet consumer demand . If there is a demand, capitalism will
create a supply. Capitalism thrives when markets are deregulated. It is not held to the

Abigail Schwartz, "Sex Trafficking in Cambodia," Columbia Journal of Asian Law 17,
no. 2 (2004): 389.
I Murphy
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laws of nations, only the laws of capital accumulation. It promotes a consumerist
ideology and justifies immoral practices in favor of productivity and efficiency. It is
fueled by the principles of supply and demand, and made possible by tolerance of
socioeconomic inequality. Capitalism's consumerist ideo logy encourages sexual
predators to demand child sex slaves, and its laws of accumulation and profit justify the
slaveowner's supply of child sex slaves.
Slavery requires an "economic context that allows treating human beings this
wayl6 .. Unrestrained capitalism and perfunctory modernization created this economic
context in Cambodia. Development in Cambodia was forced and hurried, and resulted in
unstable markets and extreme socioeconomic inequality. As David Batstone, Founder of
the anti-slavery organization Not For Sale puts it, "whenever a society faces seismic
changes, the powerless suffer most," in thi s case forcing the most vulnerable members of
society into the sex !rade 17 .
Modernization also eliminated many traditional family and community support
systems, leaving Cambodians with less social protection. Religious and social norms
allow the enslavement of young girls, while education, health and the government are not
providing adequate support for alternative employment l8 . The social and economic
devastation of the Khmer Rouge regime produced an impoverished and unstable
Cambodia. Slave owners use coercion and brutality to control young sex slaves without
conviction or consequence. These factors all add up to a nightmare in Cambodia for its
young female population.

16 Bales, I 56.
11 David Batstone, NOlfor Sale: The Relllrn oflhe Global Slave Trade-and HolY We
Can Fighl II (!Jew York : HarperOne, 2007), 21.f
18 This claim will be expanded in 11- C, D, E.
Murphy
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V.

CAUSES: Supply and Demand

A. Supply: The Situation in Cambodia

Kevin Bales an expert in worldwide slavery found that there were a few
significant factors that contributed to the presence of slavery in each nation: the
proportion of the male population that was over age sixty, the level of governmental
corruption, the proportion of the population working in agriculture, the proportion of the
population below age fourteen, the level of food production, and the infant mortality
rate ' 9 ." These factors are clearly related, and the right combination can lead to a
disastrous domino effect. In many cases, corruption leads to poverty, as governments use
resources for self-promotion to the detriment of the population as a whole. Poverty
typically leads to hi gher fertility and the emergence of an unbalanced di stribution of age
toward yo uth. A large, uneducated and unskilled yo uthful population creates competition
for employment and resources. For this reason, Cambodia is subject to high levels of
unemployment in conventional sectors and food shortages.
Additional cultural factors that were significant in some nations were the role of
women in society, and whether friends and relatives were entrusted to raise children in
cases of extreme povert/ o. Human trafficking occurs when political instability and
governmental corruption, civil unrest, armed conflict, and lack of education pushes
citizens of one nation to migrate to another in hopes of better economic opportunity and

Bales, 106, 140.
20 Bales, 139.
1 Murphy
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safety, but more often when families were not self-sufficient. Displaced peoples,
refugees, and illegal immigrants are especially likely to become slaves. Voluntary
migrations of economically vulnerable peoples, when combined with a "culture of
impunity" are almost guaranteed to result in sexual slaverl' .
After the Khmer Rouge's reign of terror that obliterated millions, Cambodia has a
low population density compared to other nations in the region, with 73.99 people per
square kilometer (19 1.64 per square mile)22 As of2010, Cambodia had a population of
13,395,682

23

Of this relatively small population, 31 % live under the poverty level and

the GOP per capita is I 88 1h in the world at US $2000 24 Cambodia' s Gross National
Product grew at about 9% since 2000, until it hit negative growth of -1 .9% in 2009 due to
the global financial crisis25 This is largely due to declining demand for Cambodian
exports and a shortage of credit26

Eleanor Brown. The Ties that Bind: Migration and Trafficking o/Women and Girls/or
Sexual Exploitation in Cambodia. (Washington, DC: Government Printing Office,
August 2007),74.
22 "Countries of the World," World Atlas Online, 20 I 0,
htlp://www.worldatlas.comlaatlaslpopulations/ctypopls.htm.
23 Ibid.
24 "The World Factbook: Cambodia," Central Intelligence Agency, accessed March 15,
20 II , https://www.cia.gov/library/publicationslthe-world-factbook/geos/cb.html.
25 "World DataBank: World Development Indicators (WDl) and Global Development
Finance (GDF)." The World Bank. Accessed March 15,20 II ,
http://databank .worldbank.orglddp/h tm 1j sp/Quick ViewReport.j sp ?Row Ax is=WD 1_ Ctry- &CoIAx is= WD I_Ti me- &PageAx is= W
DI_Series- &PageAxisCaption=Series- &RowAxi sCaption=Country- &CoIAxisCaption=
Time- &NEW_REPORT_SCALE= I&NEW_REPORT]RECISION=O&newReport=yes
&IS_REPORT_lN_REFRESH_MODE=true&IS_CODE_REQUIRED=O&COMMA_SE
P=true.
26 CIA World Factbook: Cambodia.
21
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Nonetheless, Cambodia has experienced a high industrial production groWlh rate
of 5.7% in 20 I 0

27

Its major industries include tourism, garments, construction, rice

milling, fishing, wood and wood products, rubber, cement, gem mining, and textiles28 .
That groWlh was mostly due to the groWlh of the tourism industry, with more than 2
million foreign vi sitors per year in 2008, and annual touri sm expenditures at US
$52,000,00029
Cambodia's current account balance is $-918 million, and it owes $4.338 billion
in external debt, making it II oth highest in the world 3o The government is currently
working with international donors, the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund
to address some of its economic challenges. One of the most pressing needs is to enable
the private sector to produce jobs to accommodate the half of the population that is under
twenty-five 3 '. Thi s will become possible if educational and vocational training increase,
poveny is alleviated, and infrastructure is created in rural areas.
Cambodia has an extremely high ri sk level for communicable diseases. The death
rate for females for communicable diseases in 2004 was 761 per 100,000, the highest in
the region by about30032 .The prevalence of Tuberculosis per 100,000 people is 680,
compared to an average of 110 within the region, and 170 in the world 33 • Out of every
1000 adults (age 15-59 years), 8 are infected with HN!AIDS, compared to an average for

Ibid .
28 Ibid.
29 Ibid.
30 CIA World Factbook: Cambodia.
3 ' Ibid.
32 "Country Stat istics : Cambodia," World Heall" OrganizGlion, accessed March 15, 20 II ,
http://www.who.in[/gho!countrieslkhm .pdf.
33 WHO Country Statistics: Cambodia.
I Murphy
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the region of 13'. Cambodia has the 45 th highest death rate from HIV/AIDS, at 3,100 in
2009 35 In 20 I 0, urban sanitation was 40% more improved than rural, and the level of
improvement in safe drinking water was 30% higher in urban areas36
Although the majority of the population suffers from diseases that can be fatal
without treatment, such as HIV/AIDS, Tuberculosis, Malaria, and chronic conditions like
respiratory infections and continuous diarrhea, Cambodians use health services less
frequently than the majority of the world population 37 The high rate of disease is
probably due to the lack of medical professionals within Cambodia. Currently, there are
an average of 1.6 doctors for every 10,000 people, another byproduct of the Khmer
Rouge's crusade against intellectuals38 . The death rate for females from noncommunicable diseases is also one of the highest in the world. In 2004, it was 747.4 for
every 100,000 39
In rural areas, families are dependent on daughters for sustaining the household,
yet often those daughters are sent into prostitution because the family cannot provide for
its many children, a destructive cycle of high birth rates and exploitation. Cambodia has a
higher than average birth rate, at 2.84 children born per woman. Only 24% of women
from age 15-49 use contraceptives, likely due to the cultural perception that knowledge
about sexual intercourse encourages sexual misconduct

40

Only 3% of female children die

Ibid.
35 ClA World Factbook: Cambodia.
36 WHO Country Statistics: Cambodia.
37 Schwartz, 412.
38 WHO Country Statistics : Cambodia.
39 Ibid.
40 World DataBank .
34
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before age one". The relatively high birth rate and low female infant mortality rate in
Cambodia contTibutes to the disproportionate concentration of the population on youth .
Millions of adult males were murdered in the Khmer Rouge era; therefore, the
majority of the population is made up of young females. In Cambodia, the estimated
median age is only eighteen years 01d42 , and 32.2% of the population is under fourteen4]
This young population lacks highly skilled or educated workers, leading to
unemployment and lack of food . Cambodia suffers from food shortages and chronic
periods of starvation4'. On average, 53 % of the population does not receive adequate
amounts of food or is undernourished 45 .
Many families cannot afford to take care of their children, so they choose to use
one of the children as collateral for debt. The most desperate families have no alternative
but to view their daughters as commodities, justified by the cultural view of children as
property of their parents, responsible for providing for the family. A Cambodian girl in
the sex industry can make about $25 a week, a relatively high wage in Cambodia 46 .
Provided she actually receives the profits of her labor, this is a large enough amount to
motivate parents to send their daughters into prostitution when the alternative is
starvation.
Economic situations of families in Cambodia are so precarious that "a failed
harvest, the death of a key breadwinner, or any serious debt incurred by a family might
Ibid.
42 Abdulgaffar Peang-Neth, "Understanding the Khmer: Sociological-Cultural
Observations," Asian Survey 31, no. 5 (1991): 451.
43 CIA World Factbook: Cambodia.
44
Brown, 52.
45 Ibid, 45.
46 "The Children in Gucci Shoes: the Grisly Results of Human Trafficking," The
Economisl 369, no. 8351 (2003): 42.
1 Murphy
41
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lead to the sale of a daughter as a slave'7." That is how many Cambodian girls end up in
debt bondage. Deficiencies in the education system leave Cambodian girls and their
parents prone to deception through fal se contracts and debt bondage.

B. Education

Fomlal education in Cambodia has never fully developed. The French
establi shed a universal educational system while Cambodia was a French protectorate,
which was then expanded during the period of independence under Prince Sihanouk.
What little progress was made during independence was completely reversed when the
Khmer Rouge destroyed all fomler semblance of education. Following the end of the
genocide, there was a period of rebuilding funded by massive inJlows of foreign aid and
supervised by the United Nations, but the funds were misused and the education system
has failed to meet the needs of the population48 .
The United Nations Children's Fund describes the Cambodian school system as
"inadequate both in qualitative and quantitative terms, ... stressed by a dramatic growth
of the school aged population which adds 400,000 children a year49." In 2007, the
govemment only spent 1.6% of its Gross Domestic Product on education, I 76th in the
world SO In 2000, 176,852 of the girls in primary school dropped out, significantly more

47 Bales, 38.
48 Stephen J. Duggan, "Teacher Training and Prospects for Economic Recovery in
Cambodia," Comparative Edllcation 32, no. 3 ( 1996): 363.
49 United Nations Children 's Fund. Joinr Statement a/United Nations Residelll
Representatives in Cambodia. 10 March 1994.
so CIA World Factbook: Cambod ia.
Murphy
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than boys 5 1. Thi s is partially because young girl s are duty-bo und to provide for the family
before seeking educational or career ad vancement. In 2004, only 64. 1% of the female
population over age fift een was literate52 • According to a USA ID report in 1994, due to
the genocide that caused emi gration and destroyed educational systems, Cambodi a's
"deficit in human capacity i one of the most seri ous constraints impacting future and
programming assistance ... most of the populati on aged 18 to 36 lack critical education
and basic skill s5h
Just li ke any social system, the education system has been affected by religion
and gender. Before Cambodia became a French pro tectorate, there was little fo rmal
education. However, young males regularly attended monastery schools while few
nunneries existed to give yo ung fe males the same opportunities 54 The French created the
first uni versal education system, but there was still inequality built into the system. It
created an upper class of educated and Europeanized citizens, while the maj ori ty of the
population remai ned illiterate and impoveri shed55 Once Cambodia gained independence
from France, it was primed for the creation of a new educati onal system that granted
equal opportunity for girl s. Public schools and temple schools were opened that allowed
girls and boys of all socioeconomic backgrounds to enroll 56 Still, Prince Sihanouk
favored metro politan cities and built elaborate uni versities that did not offer opportunities

World DataBank .
52 C IA World Factbook: Cambodia.
53 United States Agency for International Development. Assistance Strategy fo r
Cambodia. 1994.
54
ancy J. Smith-Hefner, " Education, Gender, and Generational Conflict among Khmer
Refugees," Anthropology & Education Quarterly 24, no. 2 ( 1993) : 140.
55 Smith-Hefner, 141.
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for the rural poor. Expenditure was hi gh, but the bureaucratic system made spending
ineffi cient and centralized opportuni ty in Phnom Penh H
Following Prince Sihanouk 's educational reform, the Khmer Rouge destroyed any
progress that was made. The Khmer Rouge assassi nated most of the educated population,
and redistributed the age curve toward yo uth. UN ICEF and UNESCO estimate that 7580% of teachers and university students ned or died during the genocide s8. Thus, there
was an extremely large population of yo ung people requiring education fro m an
extremely small population of qualified educators.
Under the Khmer Rouge, school buildings were destroyed or used as torture
centers, and the new government lacked fu nds to reestablish a public school system once
the oppressive regi me fell. In 199 1, UNESCO conducted a stud y in Cambodia to
determine the basic needs of the educational system. It found that teacher training was the
most critical needs9 • While its findin gs were not inaccurate the stud y produced an
unbalanced approac h to revolutioni zing Cambodian education. Virtually all fund s were
appro priated fo r teacher training whi le outdated curriculum and run down faci lities
remained unchanged. Despite the huge levels of expenditure on teacher training, potential
teachers were chosen without any qualifications and
current indications suggest that the international investment
in education at least until 2000 will be directed to the
retraining of unqualified teachers and will not be disbursed
in secondary schools and the teacher training colleges
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where the future of the country can be more directly

Funding for education was not only di sproportionately utilized to fund
unproductive teacher training, it was also disproportionately applied to lower levels of
education and urban centers. The high rates of dropout and repetition of grades in
primary school suggest that there are problems with the content, organization and
structure of education along with the social and cultural factors that exclude girls and
poor children from academic achievement61 . It also suggests high levels of corruption and
the lack of qualified teachers, as students were almost guaranteed to fail their first year
unless their parents could pay exorbitant bribes. Khmer vocational schools, colleges and
institutes of technology that were destroyed under the Khmer Rouge were almost
exclusively restored in Phnom Penh6 '. Development of secondary schools was also
stagnant, and the dropout rate after the third year was formidable 63 . Even where the few
opportunities for quality education exist, young Cambodian girls are often unable to
benefit due to their traditional role in society .

C. Role of Women in Cambodian Society

Often developed nations generalize aspects of Asian culture and label them
"Asian values. " The most recent United Nations Report on World Population Prospects

Duggan, 369.
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63 Ibid, 368.
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reveals lhUl ovcr 60% oflhe world's population rcsides in Asia"". Il seems lhal morc lhan
hal f of the people in lhc world living in di rrerenl regions, with dirrerenl ethnic and
religious boc~grounds, w uld have morc complex eullural beliefs and dirrerences lhan
can be articulatcd in a laundry IiSl of"valucs." rhc acceptance of the concept of "Asian
\olues" a~ legitimate dem nstrates the persistence of Oriental ism. While western nalions
c ntinue to consider themse lvcs superior to Asian nations, and fail to appreciate the
cultural dirrerence bet\\cen regions f Asia. it will continuc to be easy for "'estern
touri ts to exploit )oung A ian girls.

ne ofthc "Asian \alues" ",hich most often makes

the Ii tis thc idca of "family \alues," con ei\cd ofas a strong sense of familial r~pect
and obligation.
Whilc thIS stercotype holds truc for ambodia, famil) \alues in

ambodia are

morc detrimcntal than \enerable. Familial respect applie onl) to children respecting their
parents and ciders and \\ i\cs rcspe ting thcir hus bands. Icn nced not sho\\ respect for
their \\i\'cs through fidclit). and marriage is not a rclati ns hip as much as it is a legal
contract, in \\hi h sex is an obligati n that is onl) conccrned \\ith the male pleasure 6'.
Mcn rna) pursuc prcmarital sc\ or commit adulter) \\ith ut threatening their marriages or
reputations \\hile \\omen are e\pected to remain hastc until the) consummate their
marital duties.

ot onl) is cxtramarital c\ for mcn a ccpted. it is expected to

Slltiatc man's unqucnchable sexual desire. as demonslrnted in the

nitcd ations Economic and ocial
the 2006 Rel'isioll Highlights. 2007.
6' Brown,4.
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"ten rivers arc not enough for one ocean 66 ." Bccause men are traditionally considered
victims of their own sexual desire in Southeast Asia, some "immoral" women have
always been required to fulfill their need .

O. "Culture of Impuni ty" : Cultural Views of Prostitution and Corrupti on

I listorically women have been treated like commodities in Cambodia. In the
feudal time period, a peasant woman was treated like the property of her landlord, and
used as hi s concubine"7 Abigail Schwartz describes prostitution in Cambodia as an
"embedded tradition 68 :, In fact , modem men are still applauded for sex ual misconduct,
and the "measure of a man' s status [is] in wives, mistres es and concubines69 ." Cambodia
is a patriarchal society that "defines a male' s honor in terms of his conduct in public life
and permit him the fTeedom to fonnulate hi s own rules in matters of sex uali ty7o.,
Prostitution is considered necessary to protect the integrity of the family and prevent the
rape of innocent women. For this reason. many wives support their husbands' infidelity
with prostitutes because they consider them less threatening than

or mmor

66 Melanie Walsh, "Report on the tatus of Cambodian Women: Domestic Violence,
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ambodia has been characterized as "rape prone" because it is a patriarchal
socicty with a high level of domestic vio lence and sexual suppression of women n As in
many societies, when a Cambodian woman is raped, she is often the person blamed
because she was "asking for it" through her apparel or behavior. In Cambodia, rape is
tolerated when the woman is considered "loose". When a woman is raped, even her own
family will blame and shame her becau c "she had not made enough of an effort to
preserve her sexual puri ty 7J" In many cases, the rapist will offer the woman
compensation, either financially or through marriage' " Cambodian men do not believe
rape is a life altering tragedy for their victims, and think that the psychological effects can
be counteracted with simple compensation.
If this i the attitude toward victims of rape, then the ani tude toward prostitutes
who "cho e" to ell their bodies is much worse. Cambodian men agree that there is
nothing wrong with paying for sex, evinced by the 40-50% of locals who visit prostitutes
each year's. The gift of ex

expected as pan of bane ring in business transactions or

from upperclassman during orientation for univer ity students'6. Losing one's virginity to
a prostitute could be considered a rite of pas age for young Cambodian men due to its
acceptance and frequency.
Conversely, most of the women who enter the sex trade do so through the sale of
their virginity. In Eleanor Brown 's study on commercially sexually exploited women and

Brown, 30.
7J Ibid, 29.
74 Ibid, 30.
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chi ldren in Cambodia, she found that 38% of her subjects had had their virginity sold n
Of those 38%, 31 % were forced to sel1their virginity, and the majority of the remaining
69% were l)reS ured to sell their virginity by family obligations or a lack of opportunities
for education or employment 78 .
The majority of underage women enter the sex trade because the same family
members who forced or pressured them to sel1 their virginity later di sown them due to the
dishonor their lack of innocence brings. These women are also seen as improper
candidates for marriage and unfit for other forms of employment. Even in cases where
virginity wa not sold, around 74% of prostitutes were underage when they experienced
their first commercial ex act, and 43% were underage when they entered the commercial
sex trade. As time progresses, sexual predators are looking for younger and younger girls
to exploit. This is caused in part by the increasi ng rates of HIV/AIDS infection in
Cambodia, but mostly stems from ancient Chine e beliefs that became part of Khmer
cu lture through cultural syncretism.
The belief that sex with a virgin has rejuvenating and restorative powers is
endemic in

ambodia 79 . It is believed to increase both longevity of life and virility. A

virgin is assumed to be a girl who conforms to the cultural expectations of familial
respect, humility and purity. Her virginity is "thought to be a strong source of yang,
which quenches and s lows the yin of the aging process 80 ." 46% of the clients who buy
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virginity are native Khmer men, demonstrating that the idea of rejuvenating virility
through the taking of virginity is culturally embedded in Cambodia81 .
Often Khmer men are regular clients who have partnerships with mama-sans that
fuel the continuous exploitation of juveniles. The mama-san is usually a formerly
exploi ted woman whose only potential for advancement is through the recruitment of
other women. Mama-sans also establish relationships with karaoke bars. They recruit
young women to be neakja ta koks, or " ice pickers." who refresh drinks for, and are then
sexually abused by, patrons of the karaoke barn After some time as an ice picker, an
underage girl will inevitably be pressured to sell her virginity. Separated from home and
family, and lacking the protection of the government or law enforcement, she will
probably con ent.
One of the biggest contributors to the successful sexual exploitation of children is
that the same people who are charged with preventing it, are implicated in the practice.
At every level of intervention, the police are involved . Unfortunately, more often than
not, law enforcement sides with the criminals and prevents justice from being served.
The police have been directly involved in preventing the successful implementation of
public health and anti-trafficking campaigns (Lowe 2003 in Brown 2007:97). In this way
they impede prevention of child slavery.
The police are also complicit in the abuse of young girls. According to Eleanor
Brown, who worked with the International Organization of Migration and the United
tates Department of State Bureau of Population, Refugees, and Migration to develop a
study on the sexual exploitation of young girls in Cambodia, the police are one of the
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biggest client groups in brothels, offering their protection in exchange for free sex or
bribes

8h

Child sex slaves and girl s who have chosen the profession ali ke feel that it is

futil e to approach the police without a bribe 84 .
Accord ing to Kevin Bales, one of the wo rld's leading experts on modem sexual
slavery, "the immediate and forceful application of terror is the first step in successful
enslavel11ent

8h

One of the police's duti es in their partnership with brothel owners is to

help appl y that terror to intimidate and control slaves. In some cases the police are coowners of brothels, making them more wi lling to ri sk their civil careers in orde r to sustain
their more lucrati ve criminal pursuit

86.

Rather than helping girls escape slavery, the police are also employed as "slavecatchers," who bring girl s back for puni shment when they attempt to escape87. The police
may appear to cooperate with government ministri es or non-governmental organizations
that combat traffi cking, but raid and arrests are often staged . Police offi cials warn
brothel owners to change location to avoid raids, and those targeted brothels usually
return to exploiting yo ung girls in j ust a few weeksss.
In rare cases where the police are not involved in child sex slavery, there are still
j udicial or governmental officials who are implicated in child sex slavery. In many ways,
" it is the government 's unoffi cial policy to tum a blind eye towards trafficking because it
attracts tourists and helps the economy."
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The police also act as an organized crime syndicate that carries out the dirty
business of the corrupt state. The state should be using its monopoly on violence to
protect citizens, but instead is furthering their enslavement 89 . Kevin Bales asserts that
corrupti on occurs when the masses are impoverished and the government acquires
weapons. According to the U. . Department of Commerce, arms are involved in half of
the reported cases of bribery in the world 9o When the government encourages criminal
networks to grow through weapons acquisition and law evasion, an
honest policeman can't compete with heavily armed criminals, and
taking a bribe worth a hundred times his monthly salary is the
safest thing to do. The result is that when the criminals with guns
show up, the poor are defenseless: they can be harvested as
slaves91 •

E. Religion

The "culture of impunity" that exists because of social norms about the role of
women in Cambodian society and the high level of corruption that disrupts the rule of
law is not deterred by religious sentiment, but rather encouraged by many traditional
religious practices in Cambodia. 96.4% of Cambodians are Buddhist, which is also the
official Cambodian religion92 The major strain of Buddhism is Theravada, although
Mahayana is also present, and many traditions of Hindu Brahmanism and the cult of
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Devaraja, the god-king, persist. Part of the Brahmanic tradition involved creating a social
hierarchy that placed females as the lowest members of society. At the head of the social
pyramid sat Devaraja, the god-king, who served as a li ason between the gods and
mankind , to whom loyalty and allegiance were owed 93. Khmer society has traditionally
been segregated into three categories, sdech or royalty, neamoelln mon/rey or nobility,
and reas//' or commoners. Thi s semi-caste system emerged from the early influences of
Hinduism, and these social divisions are still apparent in modem Cambodia94. This social
stratification is reinforced by the concept of karma, which implies that lower classes
deserve their low social status95 .
Although the concept of karma encourages social submission and abhors
selfi shness, in the cult of the Devaraja, the end justifies the means in the pursuit of
power96. In modem society, where money is power, the slave owner is justified, and the
slave is vindicated through karmic reincarnation . This combined influence of the power
of the Devaraja and the encouragement to accept of one's status in life strongly
influenced the social evolution of the Khmer people. These conflicting religious
traditions create a Canlbodian who is at once "patient, peaceful , accepting, passive,
di sinterested, altruistic, gentle, and a believer in karma and reincarnation," and al so a
member of "a society that values and respects authority, power, and command and one in
which the superior/subordinate relationships are authoritarian and paternalistic97 ."
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Many child sex slaves refer to karma as an explanation for their enslavement and
the horrible conditions under which they live. They believe that they have inherited their
current situation from past selfish acts, and believe that by enduring slavery without
complaining, in many cases to provide for their families, they are earning positive karma
for reincarnation . Many interpretations of Theravada Buddhism hold that being born as a
woman is already a reflection of negative past actions, and womanhood signifies moral
inferiorit/

8
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Some Khmer Buddhists have a more fatalistic attitude, and believe that their

circumstances are predestined, making the concept of karma somewhat obsolete99 . Either
perception encourages child sex slaves to accept their fates willingly.
Because being born a woman is a karmic consequence of past misdeeds, in
Theravada Buddhism a woman cannot achieve enlightenment. One of the ways for a
woman to build karma is to "despise her female nature" by vowing to be reborn as a
man 'oo . The Buddha warned against the danger of women, who are carnal and corrupting.
However, prostitution is allowed within Buddhism. The vihaya, or code of conduct for
monks, li sts three types of wives that imply prostitution; "those bought for money, those
living together voluntarily, those to be enjoyed or used occasionally'OI ." Karma, the
Brahmanic social hierarchy and the allowances for prostitution in Buddhism have only
reinforced cultural norms of inequality for women.

F. The Red Plague: T he Khmer Rouge Regime

Diana Paul, " Buddhists' Attitudes toward Women's Bodies," Buddhist-Christian
Studies I, (1981): 65.
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Like all of its hi storic communist ancestors, the Democratic Party of Kampuchea
monopoli zed on naive and impressionable youth. One of their methods was encouraging
children to spy on their own families. They tried to destroy "the family structure that once
held love, faith , comfort, happiness, and companionship. They took young children from
their homes to live in a commune so that they could indoctrinate them , 02 ." These
strategies were successful because the teenage members of the Khmer Rouge were the
most brutal and disciplined, without compassion , 03 • Sophiline Cheam Shapiro describes
the annihilation of her family and the reign of the Khmer Rouge as "a time of the gravest
betrayals. Lyrics that promised us the riches of heaven were written by the engineers of
our own public hell ' 04 ."
The Khmer Rouge was able to sustain power because of enormous propaganda
campaigns. The entire political system of the Khmer Rouge was justified through the
phrase "Angka orders." Sopheap K. Hang recalls what her father said about Angka,
'''everything you own belongs to Angka. No more city lifestyle. Everyone has to dress in
black uniform .. .. no one can question Angka .. . if yo u have the courage to question

Teeda Butt Mam, "Worms from our Skin," Dith Pran, Children of Cambodia 's Killing
Fields: Memoirs by Survivors (New Haven : Yale University Press, 1997), 12.
103 Terrence Duffy, "Toward a Culture of Human Rights in Cambodia," Human Rights
~uarterly 16, no. I (1994): 86.
1 4 Sophiline Cheam Shapiro, "Songs My Enemies Taught Me," Dith Pran, Children of
Cambodia 's Killing Fields: Memoirs by Survivors (New Haven: Yale University Press,
1997), 4.
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Angka, you will be taken to the reeducation learning center ' OS ." Everyone knew that
being sent to be reeducated meant torture and death.
The Khmer Rouge claimed the Americans were coming to bomb cities and forced
families to separate in disorienting and pointless migrations while they misappropriated
homes and belongings. They forced everyone to attend nightly meetings where they
would betray and find fault with their friends and families. They required the wearing of
black clothes and black shoes made from tire '06 All of these pointless mandates were
done because the Khmer Rouge "hoped to obliterate our history'07."
Teeda Butt Mam describes how the Khmer Rouge tried to eradicate any likeness
to the fornler Cambodia, "Buddhist temples were turned into prisons. Statues of Buddha
and artwork were vandalized ... Old marketplaces were empty. Books were burned.
Factories were left to rust. Plantations were without tending and bore no fruit '08." When
the Khmer Rouge took power, their ultimate goal was to recreate society and eliminate
traditional cultural and religious practices. Only 1000 of the estimated 60,000 Buddhist
monks survived the genocide, in "one of the most comprehensive attacks on religion in
modem hi story' 09."
The Khmer Rouge created three categories of humanity: the penh sith, or "chosen
people," the triem, or those aspiring toward penh sith, and the bannheu, who did not

105 Sopheap K. Hang, "Memoir ofa Child's Nightmare," Dith Pran, Children of
Cambodia 's Killing Fields: Memoirs by Survivors (New Haven: Yale University Press,
1997), 30.
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deserve human rights 'I O Those in the bonnheu category, the majority of the population,
were eligible for violent and meaningless deaths.

Figure A: A Cell in Toul Sleng

The main torture sites during the Khmer Rouge period were the S-21 interrogation
camp known as Toul Sleng at the Killing Fields of Choeung Ek. The corridors of the
buildings in Toul Sleng, a former elementary school, are lined with the pictures of its
victims, and the twisted metal instruments with which they were tortured. Figure A
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demonstrates a typical cell: four walls, a bed, and a torture devi ce.

Figur~

8 : Suicide Pren'ntion

On the upper levels, there is barbed wire around the perimeter to prevent its
captives from committing suicide, as seen in Figure B. The cell walls stained with
smeared blood are a testament to the average of 100 lives a day taken there I "The k.illings and torture at sites like Toul Sleng and Choueng Ek were not
systematic, The Khmer Rouge killed anyone who they perceived as having potential to
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rise against them; therefore, young adult males were most often the targets I 12. The Khmer
Rouge would then kill the men's families in order to avoid retaliation I 13 . City people
were considered the enemy and "their crime was exploiting the peasants. The
intellectuals, the doctors, the lawyers, the monks, the teachers, and the civi l servants"
were all considered guilty'''. Wearing glasses implied education and usually meant a
death sentence. The Khmer Rouge did not even value human life enough to spend a bullet
to assassinate someone. They used any means necessary to kill . Figure C is the main
killing site of Woman 's Island, a coconut tree where thousands of heads were smashed .
The victims' clothing, valued more than their li ves, was stored in the adjacent shed.

Figure C: The Tree of Death

Damien de Walque, "The Socio-demographic Legacy of the Khmer Rouge Period in
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Youkimny Chan shares that " there was no time for funerals. Soldiers threw the
bodies into empty ponds and kept everyone moving. Guns were pointed at us, and tanks
forced us to keep moving," and no one was allowed to show grief' IS. Even though
thousands were tortured and murdered in these ways, the biggest killers under the Khmer
Rouge were disease and starvation 11 6

There was a profound lack of adequate food, water and shelter. Sreytouch SvayRyser' s sisters had to lie on top of her to prevent her from dying of exposure to cold l 17 . "
During the water shortage "people began to get heatstroke and fall down the road. The
soldiers wouldn ' t let us stop to help those who were sick" 8." During the Khmer Rouge
reign, modem medicine was banned and many people suffered from diarrhea, malaria and
dysentery I 19 The educational system was di scredited, and school buildings were
repurposed as " reeducation" centers. By 1979, only a few years after the Khmer Rouge
regime came to power, only a few hundred teachers remained 120
Teeda Butt Mam summarizes the conditions of life in Democratic Kampuchea:
We were refugees of our own country. With our skinny
bodies. Bloated stomachs, and hollow eyes, we carried our
few possessions and looked for our separated family
members. We asked who lived and didn' t want to mention
who died. We gathered to share our horrifying stories.
Youk.imny Chan, "One Spoon of Rice," Dith Pran, Children o/Cambodia 's Killing
Fields: Memoirs by Survivors (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1997), 21.
11 6 Duffy, 83 .
11 7 Sreytouch Svray Ryset," ew Year's Surprise," Dith Pran, Children o/Cambodia 's
Killing Fields: Memoirs by Survivors (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1997),37.
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Stories about people being pushed into deep wells and
ponds and suffocating to death . People were baked ali ve in
a local tile oven. One woman was forced to cook her
husband 's liver, which was cut out while he was still

The tyrann y of the K1uner Rouge might have ended but the terror and the
memories live on. Teeda But Mam 's father was taken to a reeducation center and
never returned.

0

one in his family knows what happened to him . Every

Cambodi an has a story li ke this, silentl y wondering and fearing what happened to
his or her loved ones.
The KJuner Rouge changed the Cambodian way of li fe. Politically, it
caused the public to fear and despise the government, allowing corruption to run
rampant. Sociall y, it disconnected family groups, changed the demographics of
the country, and destroyed religious and education centers. The KJuner Rouge
instilled personality distinctions based on geography, and encouraged betrayal and
murder. The psychological implications of the KJuner Rouge's reign will be an
obstacle to peace, as long as there are Cambodians who remember being the
"Children of Cambodia's Killing Fields."
In addition to the political, social and cultural implications of the KJuner Rouge
terror, the physical effects of the K1uner Rouge are also long lasting. Women who were
teenagers in 1975, were found in 2000 to be the most likely to be stunted probably due to
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malnutrition under the Khmer Rouge '22 Men who were over 30 in 2000 had a higher rate
of disability than women from their exposure to landmines and weapons ' 23
Marriage and fertility rates were also extremely low during this period because of
malnutrition, time constraints due to forced labor, high mortality of young adult males
and the constant mobility that lead to separation of loved ones. However, just after the
Khmer Rouge fell , Cambodia underwent a "baby boom," that led to the discrepancies in
the current population '24 . The massive population of youth that resulted from the Khmer
Rouge era is one of the major factors pushing young girls into sex slavery.

G. Profits

While there are many factors that push young Cambodia girls into sexual slavery,
there is only one real motivation for those who exploit them : economic gain. There are
many different estimates of the global annual profits of slavery, but the consensus is that
they are extremely high. Relative to the profit generated, there are not many people
involved in trafficking, and those who are make extreme returns on their investments, up
to 800% yearly125. They range from the United States' Federal Bureau of Investi gation's
estimate of U $9.5 billion to the International Labor Office' s estimate of US $32
billion '26 In the hegemonic neoliberal economy of the day, a good bottom line is enough
justification for traffickers to dehumanize their fellow citizens. The low cost of slave
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labor is what makes low prices for Westerners possible, another reason why there are
hardly any restraint on the slave trade. Governments are willing to "neglect policies,
legislation, regulations, and welfare measures designed to stymie prostitution when they
might conflict with economic growth," especially governments in debt-ridden nations

,

like Cambodia' 27

VI.

THE LIFE OF THE GIRL CHILD SEX SLAVE

A. The Family Unit and Recruitment

As has been stated previously, Cambodian culture holds the expectation that
women will provide for the family. Since the cruel reign of the Khmer Rouge obliterated
most of the male population, women outnumber and are expected to provide more than
men. In Southeast Asia, women have customarily been the head of the household. Khmer
men will actually yield authority to women to make the practical and financial decisions
for the home '28. Cambodia is traditionally a matrilocal society, in which young girls are
given responsibility over the home while their fathers fight , hunt or farm so that their
mothers can open small shops or work in the field s'29. These are some of the only forms
of employment that women can pursue because they "are barred from the military and
low education and sexual stereotypes have kept all but a few from entering the police

'27 Schwartz, 390.
'28 Smith-Hefner 144.
'29 Ibid, 144.
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This lack of opportunity and duty to help sustain the family often impel young

girls into sexual slavery to enter prostitution .
More than simply a duty to provide for the family, Cambodian daughters owe the
cultural debt of kuhn to their parents for giving them life and a home, which can never be
repaid 13 1. Raising chi ldren is seen as a financial burden. When parents are financially
incapable of raising a daughter, they will often give her to a friend or family member to
care for in exchange for her service as a domestic worker' J2 In accordance wi th the
cultural concept ofjengjom, whomever raises the child is entitled to exploit her labor, and
this exploitation is often accompanied by abuse lJJ . Parents who have given their
daughters to another to be raised, or who have sold them to payoff debt, even debt
between relatives, believe they have relinquished their rights to the child. They will not
interfere in the child's raising or inform police about abuse.
Daughters have the status of "commodi ties of the family because women are
generally economically and socially dependent upon men ' 3' ." According to Sin Kim
Sean, a Cambodian legal scholar, the largest obstacle to human rights advancement in
Cambodia is the contention that children are the property of their parents and do not
deserve individual rights iJ5 . Elderly parents are dependent on their daughters for income,
which explains the rarity of female infanticide in Cambodia '36 This also explains why a
parent might send a daughter into the sex trade. A daughter who enters prostitution to
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provide for her famil y will both fulfill her familial duty and build positive karma. When
the survi val of the entire family is on the li ne, and the daughter wi ll reap spiritual benefi ts
from her sacrifice, families are will ing to force or pressure a daughter to sell her virginity
or enter the sex trade l37 .
Another important responsibility for Cambodian daughters is to maintain the
famil y's reputation by upholding social ex pectations of chasti ty. A Cambodian proverb
says "men are li ke gold, women li ke cloth," which explains how easil y a woman ' s
reputation is stained by sexual misconduct in Cambodian society l 38 Khmer language
further reveals this cultural concept. A woman who has lost her virginity is kioh hawy or
"already broken," while a man who is promiscuous is kllhl, essent ially j ust a " naughty
child 139." The family is supposed to be the protector of a woman's vi rtue. Regrettabl y,
girls who have lost their virtue or are without thi s protection are easy targets for
exploi ters. Famili es are more li kely to protect the famil y'S reputation than a daughter' s
virtue.

In Cambodia, 55% of children have di vorced or diseased parents 140 Often in
cases of remarriage, the stepmother is sexually jealous of the stepdaughter l4 1. In any case
of sexual abuse, if the abuser is the elder member of the fam ily, he or she will be given
preference in the "solution," which entails either ignoring the abuse or sending the
daughter away. Young girls who have abusive or alcoholic famil y members will be eager
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to escape either by running away or seeking employment. Their desperation and youth
leaves them vulnerable to deception and expl oitation.

,

Countl ess young girl s who fall victim to predatory recruiters are secluded and
ignorant. Rather than wo rking to educate and enlighten Cambodian girls, these
characteri stics are " highly pri zed and acti vely culti vated in unmarried yo ung women I42 ."
Nancy J. Smith-Hefn er, a lingui stic anthropologist from Boston Uni versity, studi ed the
role o f wo men and education with Cambodian refu gees in the United States. Even in a
di fferent social context, Cambodian traditional perspecti ves are stalwart. T he importance
of a daughter' s sexual reputation is still extremely valued and parents tend to reinforce
obedience to social norms with abuse. She explains that several Khmer parents wanted to
leam about child abuse laws in the United States because they had heard of instances of
abuse where children where taken away fro m their parents 143 . Parents from rural areas
could not comprehend why the police would protect a di sobedient child from discipline,
and criminalize her parents." In one instance, Smith-Hefn er describes a perfect example
o f the transcendence o f Cambodian cultural attitudes toward daughters:

One father of a young gi rl told how he discovered at one
po int that his daughter had a boyfriend. He said he was so
ashamed- panicularl y because he had frequentl y boasted
that his daughter, unlike so many others, was a 'good girl '
and had no interest in boys- that he beat his daughter until
she passed out. When he reali zed what he had done, he was
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so distressed at his behavior that he picked up a bottle and
broke it over hi s own head 144
Milinda Kalab conducted an anthropological study ofa Cambodian village in
1968 that demonstrates the perseverance of traditional
•

ambodian beliefs. he observed,

"a ll first marriages and some second marriages are arranged by the parent though the
young people are consulted and the initiati ve comes often from the groom. Though
polygamy is pemlitted all ex isting marriages in Phum are monogamous I4S: . The
newlyweds " ould remai n with the bride's parents for some time as their home was being
constructed 146. More than fi fty years later, the e marriage traditions remain unaffected .
ambodian refugee gi rls in the

nited tates are often pre sured to give up their

educational or career pur uits and marry whomever thei r parents dictate to protect and
suppon the fami ly. Arranged marriages are commonplace in Cambodia and are
traditionally as ociated with a bride price that defrays the cost of the weddingl4'. The
larger the wedding, the more honor is be towed upon the family because high bride
price are ontingent on excellent moral behavior. ometimes parents require a daughter
to remain in se lusion in order to command a higher bride price"8. The value ofa
daughter's sexual bedience and naivety is implicit in the e marital tradition that
continue even \\ hen ambodian emigrate.
nfonunatel y, when an unmarried woman leaves her fanlily. there is a different
social re pon e to her migration. A woman who has left the household is presumed to be
144 Ibid, 149.
14S Milada Kalab, " tudy of a Cambodian Village," The Geographical Journal 134, no. 4
( 1968): 525.
146 Ibid, 525.
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debts have been paid

's, . In some cases. tram ckers simply abduct unsupervised girls. and

their families may not hu\e the motivation or rc' urces to pursue their daughters.
Patterns of tram king emerge from sexual aggression. We have al ready discussed
ho\\ cultural perceptions of women contribute to sexual violence in

ambodia. Because a

womBn is not li~cly to scek retribution unless her household is supportive. rape victims
nrc ncn those "omen who arc perceived as not having the support of her familYIS2.
I'leanor Brown describes three main patterns oftramcking in

ambodia. The first

i "co nne ted," \\hen the famil) pressures their daughter into sexual exploitation. This
oncn oc urs through direct contact \\ ith recruiters and brothel owners. The second is
"satellite," \\ hen \\omen have some conta t with their

and still fulfill their

duty to pro\ ide r, r the family . fheir sexual e\ploitation is either ignored by the famil, to
ompl) \\lth social c\pectati n or hidden b) the daughter to prote t the famil) 's
reputati n. I he third pattern is "dis onnected:' invol\ing \\omen \\ho are completel,
di onne ted fr m their families. onen because of abuse. Thi abuse can be physical.
em tional r sexual. but it is onen the famil)' un\\ illingness to addre s that abuse that
cause the daughter to lea\e rather than the abuse itself. This reOeclS the traditional
am bod ian belief that the \\elfarc of the famil) as a ollecti\e unit i more important
than the welfare of the indi\idual child IS).
There are also patterns in the fonns of prostitution that occur in
Prostitutes aspire to become call girl \\ho \\ork in expensive hotels or

ambodia.
club.

and have the po\\er to hoose "hich wealthy men will be their clients. The next tier are
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the prOMitutcs who work in ni ght clubs. massage parlors. salons. and karaoke bars and
otTer other services along with sexual services. Many of thesc women who appear to be
prostitutes vo lul1laril y arc child sex slaves in reality. I he womcn who are most likely to
be undemgc sla\es arc those "ho cndure demorali/ing conditions and abuse in brothels
and tru k Stops.
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sleep, water and food withheld, and being forced to work every waking hour. In the
Rapha House gallery, there is a mock brothel room , a recreation of a room from which a
girl was rescued. It is painted bright pink with a hard bed and Khmer magazines pasted to
the wall s. Those magazines are the only inkling of personality that a sex slave is allowed
to express. he will spend virtually all of her time on that bed, either sleeping or being
interrupted from sleep to be violated. A sex slave in a brothel receives up to twenty
clients a ni ght in twenty-minute interval s that earn from US $3_5 ' 56 .
Sex slaves are not only held captive in brothels; there are a number of venues where
sex is sold including karaoke clubs, ni ghtclubs, discos and bars. Even karaoke bars were
sex is not sold are notorious for sex ual harassment. Often underage girls do begin
legitimate jobs at karaoke bars as ice pickers, but then are required to " provide
entertainment;' and must allow sexual harassment '57 . Work in karaoke bars may appear
to be voluntary, but it still involves deception, force , and a disproportionate amount of
underage girls 158 •
Nicholas D. Kristoff, a columnist for the New York Times describes a karaoke bar like
an aquarium: "beyond a glass wall are dozens of teenage girls in skimpy whi te outfits,
each with a number. The customer orders a girl by number, and the manager delivers her
a moment later to a private room '59 ." Rather than being treated like children, young girl
sex slaves in Cambodia are treated like animal s in the cage-like brothel rooms and
aquarium-like karaoke bars. They have no human rights, and their existence, like zoo
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animals is reduced to economic gain for owners, and entertainment for patrons. These
conditions and dehumanization of child sex slaves has long-lasting psychological and
physical effects.

C. Long-term Effects of Enslavement

Of course, the volume of partners and frequency of sexual intercourse that a
prostitute has results in high level s of sexuall y transmitted diseases. Especially in
Cambodia, where most clients are not obligated to use condoms, infections are
commonplace. Health workers and prostitutes name injuries from violence, headaches,
fevers, skin irritations, abdominal pains, vaginal discharge, sores and warts, syphilis,
gonorrhea, other sexually transmitted di seases, and HIV/AIDS as common consequences
for their involvement in the sex trade l60 . Because of the high demand for virgins, brothel
owners and pimps will force their slaves to undergo reconstructive surgeries and
unnatural drying of the vagina. These procedures increase the likelihood of tearing the
vaginal lining or causing bleeding during intercourse, greatly increasing the risk of
infection l6 1.
Other practices of pimps and brothel owners also cause physical harm for sex
slaves, especially children. Young Cambod ian sex slaves are extremely susceptible to
HIV/AIDS because they have not yet developed the protective mucous membrane of the
hymen l 62 . Pimps force girls to take contraceptive pills without the placebo, causing them
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to stop menstruating completely. Others use contraceptive injections, like Depo-Provera,
without cleaning the needle, causing I-IIV/AIDS to spread exponentiallyl6J While
abortion is legal in Cambodia, pimps and brothel owners who do not want to expose their
illegal acti vities will have the procedure performed under dangerous conditions l64 . Some
women are forced to remain sex ually active even though they are pregnant because some
men prefer having sex with pregnant women l6s. Once the woman gives birth, her child is
" property" of her owner, and wi ll usually be sold 166.
There are also long-term physical consequences such as ectopic pregnancy, cervical
cancer, infertility and I-IIV/AIDS that are common consequences of child sex slaveryl67.
The effects of child sex slavery that are the most lasting, however, are the psychological
and emotional trauma. Forced prostitution is the form of slavery with the most
psychological damage. Rehabilitation requires the rebuilding of self-wonh and selfesteem.
While young girl s are held in slavery they usually undergo a change in consciousness;
"in time, confusion and disbelief fade, leaving dread resignation, and a separation of
conscious link between mind and body,,168. The list of potential psychological effects of
sexual slavery is extensive. The following list includes those most cited effects, but is far
from exhaustive: substance and drug abuse, lethargy, aggression, loneliness,
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homesickness, self-loathing, suicidal thoughts, self-abuse, mental illness like depression,
anxiety, psychoses, hallucinations, and posttraumatic stress disorder

169.

Girls who have been abused as sex ual slaves are also underdeveloped both
intellectually and emotionally. Kevin Bales tells of an encounter with a former child sex
slave; " though she was twenty-two and intelligent, her understanding of the world was
less developed than the average five-year o lds'" and she could not comprehend the
concepts of choice or rights l70 Former child sex slaves find it extremely difficult to form
relationships because their psychological trauma has caused such emotional instability
and lack of trust l71 .

O. Recidivism

Despite the horrible conditions and long-lasting effects of sexual slavery, even when
young girls are rescued out of slavery, she will often return to a life of prostitution. There
are different forms of coercion that will keep a sexual slave bound to the brothel owner or
pimp. These often include debt bondage, dependency on illegal drugs and alcohol,
physical abuse and torture, threatening to harm family members, the threat of the police,
and threatening to call the authorities in the case of illegal immigrants. There is also some
degree of brainwashing within brothels. Young girl sex slaves are obligated to refer to the

brothel owners, pimps, or mama-sans as "ma" or "pa," or "aunt" and "uncle" if she still
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has a strong relationship with her parents 172 • For young girls who are di sconnected from
their familie s, these fal se kinship ties provide a sense of belonging and responsibility to
provide for her new "family ." Especially in cases where the girl left her home because of
abuse, these relationships are key in keeping her tied to life in the brothel 17]
111e brothel guards are called cllen kaen. Kaen is the Khmer word for "to bend,"
signifying their role to bend the sex slaves to the will of the brothel owner17'. Brothel
owners use the excuse that the cllen kaen are there to protect the girls from abusive
clients, "hen in reality they condition the girls to be willing to accept abuse. They are the
enforcers "h carry out the brothel owner' threats of violence and chase down escapees.
These a tions are often ju tified because of fal ified or unfair contracts that exploit the
ignorance of uneducated gi rls and their families.
B nded labor is the conventional foml of slavery in ambodia. This is often the first
step in the sex ual exploitation of children for money. Parents, or other trusted friends and
family members ell a girl child into some form of employment in exchange for a sum,
usuallyar und 100-200

D in rural areas or 550-700

· ur ban areas I7S . Th e
D In

child must then work as a lave until her debt i repaid. This is a widely accepted practice
due to the social role of daughters to provide for their familie . The price of selling her
virginity is never included in her eamings, and she is charged for her living expense at
inflated prices l76 . Other expenses she may be charged for include clothing, make-up,
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laundry, medical treatment, and even bribe money for "protection" from the police ' 77
Even if she is sold to another establishment, her debt will be transferred with her l78 .
Amazingly, many child sex slaves do not believe their conditions are the most
exploiti ve aspect of their enslavement. However, they recognize never being paid and
being bonded to intenninable debt as the most ex pl oiti ve because it prevents their
escape

179

•

Mama-sans persuade child sex slaves who are not already indebted through

their parents to take out loans. Child sex slaves who completely lack an y form of freedom
are wi lling to borrow money when it what appears that wi ll grant them some autonomy.
Even when victims are able to procure enough money to escape, they are often
uneducated and without friends and fam il y who are willing to help. Their status as sex
workers makes them unemployable in other arenas, especiall y considering their lack of
vocational training, basic literacy and practical knowledge of how to run a household.
Girls who already bear the shame of prostituti on may choose to return or recruit other
women, as the sex trade is a lucrative business for women when a prostitute is actually
paid for her services. Brothel owners and pimps force their slaves to ingest illegal drugs,
which carries the dual purposes of making them dependent on their owners to get a hi gh,
and maki ng them able to withstand longer periods of exploitation. hnmigrants and
prostitutes alike are puni shed for their crimes of illegal immigration or drug use rather
than being helped or protected by government offi cials and police.
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E. Clientele: Johns and Chhellns

While foreign tourists are blamed for the incredible rise in the sex industry in
Cambodia, ambodian men actually account for the majority of clients, at 67%'So.
Regardless, touri sm has contributed to the rapid expansion of the sex industry. Twothirds of the touri sts who corne to Cambodia are unaccompanied men, and one-fifth of
them travel for the sole purpose of sexual exploitation lSI. This is promoted by the alliance
between brothel owners and tourism agencies. The influx of foreign men, especially
Westerners in certain regions is directly associated with the growth of the sex industry
there 'S2 . Many of the red light districts in ambodia emerged from the presence of United
tates tr ops in the border towns during the Vietnam War. Since then, Cambodia has
developed a reputation for being the easiest and cheapest nation in the region for
purchasing underage women.

hinese, Korean, Thai and Japanese men who believe in

the rejuvenating power of virgins are the largest groups of tourists who come to exploit
child slaves 'S3 . While Westerners typically "like the artifice of the reciprocity", and seek
out a "spring break" atmosphere, Asian men are usually "stimulated by the power
dynamic between the patron-client relationship" and seek privacy 'S4. One of the most
important steps in ending the cycle of child sex slavery is stopping the demand of these
Johns and

Imeans.
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VII.

STOPPING THE DEMAND: The Legal Framework and Advocacy

A. Reducing Demand

One of the best ways to reduce the demand for sex slaves is to empower women
and improve their social status l8 '. This necessarily involves changing attitudes about the
acceptance of child sex slavery. One of the easiest ways to accomplish this is simply to
educate the public through awareness campaigns about the social and legal issues related
to child sex slavery. If the public has negative feelings that are strong enough, they will
make child sex slavery more trouble than it is worth. Activists make child sex slavery
dangerous and expensive when they influence governments to prosecute perpetrators.
Kevin Bales elucidates "virtually every action that we now think of as a violation
of human rights was once defined as acceptable,,186. Legal instruments help reduce
demand by increasing the risk for exploiters and providing legitimate opportunities for
migrant employment l87 Education is also instrumental in eliminating the ignorance and
racism that allows exploitation to continue. Western perception of Cambodian girls as
"exotic" increases their tendency to demand sex with them, and undereducated young
girls do not understand their rights or have the career opportunities in place to fight sex
slaver/ 88 The first tool to give young girls to fight sex slavery is a clear definition of
what it involves.
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B. Legal Instruments
There are a number of legal instruments, regional initiatives, and multilateral
agreements that give a legal framework to the fight against chi ld sex slavery in
Cambodia, as can be seen in Figure D.
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T he League of Nations was the first organization to create an international
agreement on slavery. It grew out of the Temporary Slavery Commission, established in
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1926, the Slavery, Servitude, Forced Labor and Similar lnstitutions and Practices

Convention was adopted and entered into force on March 9, 1927 ' 90 . In article I, the
Conve ntion de fin es slavery as " the status or cond ition of a person over whom any or all
of the powers attaching to the right of ownership are exercised 19 1." It further defines the
slave trade as
all acts involved in the capture, acquisition or disposal of a
person with intent to reduce him to slave ry; all acts
involved in the acquisition of a slave with a view to selling
or exchanging him ; all acts of disposal by sale or exchange
of a slave acquired with a view to being sold or exchanged,
and, in general, every act of trade or transport in slaves ' 92
It encouraged the High Contracting Parties, or representati ves of nations signing
the Convention, to work together to achieve the abo lition of slavery wo rldwide. Even as
slavery has evolved and the League of Nations ceased to exi st, the Convention's
definiti on of slave trade has remained appropri ate for the modem form of slave ry: human
trafficki ng.
The United

at ions' Uni versal Declaration of Human Rights (U DHR) in 1948

was the first document to articulate uni versal rights for which every human qualifi ed. It
opposes slavery in Arti cle 4, with the historic words, " no one shall be held in slavery or
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servitude; slavery and the slave trade shall be prohibited in all their form s ' 93 ." It also
encouraged nations to focus on the abolition of slavery by eliminating socioeconomic
causes. This was an extremely imponant observation because child sex slavery in
Cambodia is still strongly related to socioeconomic status.
The 1949 United Nations Convention for the Suppression of the Traffic in
Persons and of the Exploitation of the Prostitution of Others was created to
punish any person who, to gratify the passions of another:
( I) procures, entices or leads away, for the purposes of
prostitution, another person, even with the consent of that
person; (2) exploits the prostitution of another person, even
with the consent of that person.
This Convention was one of the first to foster international cooperation, create
initiatives to increase public awareness, and protect migrants rather than criminalize
them .
Often legal definitions under International Law affirm that mass rape constitutes a

"war crime," "grave breaches," or "crimes against humanity", as delineated in the
Geneva Conventions. Rape also violates the Geneva Conventions of 1949, the 1977
Additional Protocols, the Nuremberg and Tokyo Tribunals. The founh Geneva
Convention prohibits violence to life and person as well as outrages upon personal
digni ty ' 94." This convention also

United at ions, "Anicle 4," Universal Declaration of Human Rights, December 10,
1948, http ://www.un.org!enldocumentsludhr/index .shtml#a4.
194 [bid, 98.
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provided the first clearly articu lated prohibition of rape as a
crime against women in Article 27 ... it specifically states
that 'women shall be especially protected against any attack
on their honor, in particular against rape, enforced
prostitution, or any form of indecent assault ' 195.
In Additional Protocol I, Article 75(2) prohibits "violence to life, health, or
physical or mental well- being of persons" and Article 76( I) states that women "shall be
protected in particular against rape, forced prostitution and any other form of indecent
assault"

196.

Additional Protocol II add in Article 4(2)(e) that "outrages upon personal

dignity, in particular. humiliating and degrading treatment, rape, enforced prostitution
and any ~ rm of indecent assault" constitutes international crime 197. Both of these
additional protocol s put special emphasis on rape or forced prostitution of children.
The upplementary
Institutions and Practice

onvention on the Abolition of lavery, the Slave Trade, and
imilar to lavery was created in 1956 to force nations to

eliminate all forms of ervant hood that could

slavery. It had provisions to

prohibit:
(c) any institution or practice whereby: (i) a woman,
without the right to refuse. is promised or given marriage
on payment of a consideration in money or in kind to her
parents, guardian family or any person group; or (ii) the
husband of a woman, hi s family, or his clan. has the right to

195
196
197

Salzman, 374.
Fisher, 99.
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transfer her to another person for value received or
otherwise; or (iii) a woman on the death of her husband is
liable to be inherited by another person; (d) any institution
or practice whereby a child or young person under the age
of 18 years, is delivered by either or both of his natural
parents or by his guardian to another person, whether
forward or not, with a view to the exploitation of the child
or young person or of his labor

198.

This Convention was extremely important because it emphasized the rights of
children above family rights, an idea that is contrary to the traditional Cambodian societal
roles of families.
The National Assembly of the Kingdom of Cambodia adopted the Law on
Suppression of the Kidnapping of Human Persons for Trafficking or for Prostitution on
January 16, 1996 ' 99 . Its objective was to reestablish Cambodia as a nation that values
human rights in the wake of the Khmer Rouge genocide, and to prevent trafficking and
protect victims. Article 2 explicitly prohibits kidnapping for trafficking and prostitution.
Article 3 mandates imprisonment of ten to fifteen years for anyone who
entices by coax, promise of money or jewelry, or by any
other means, with or without consent of the person
involved, by use of coercion threat or drug inducing sleep

Bales, 47.
199 National Legislative Bodies. Law on Suppression of the Kidnapping, Trafficking and
Exploitation of Human Persons [Cambodia], 29 February 1996, avai lable at:
http://www.unhcr.org!refworldldocidl3ae6b5Ic8.htm.
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or causing loss of consciousness or memory in order to
kidnap for trafficking or engaging in prostitution,
with an additional one to five years if the victim is a minor 200 It equates sellers,
buyers, and sex ual predators legally_
The law defines brothel owners and pimps as anyone who:
assists or protects one or many persons, by whatever
means, with knowledge before the assistance or protection,
of the prostitution of that person or persons, or solicits
clients for himlher or them for the purpose of prostitution;
or regularl y shares the profits derived from the prostitution,
in whatever form ; or trains or coaxes, by whatever means, a
male or female to engage in prostitution; or 4- Acts as a
middleman, in

whatever

form, establi shing contacts

between male/female prostitutes and the brothel-keeper or
the provider of profit for the prostitution of other persons;
or allows a make or females to live at his/her house or any
other place for the purpose of engaging himlher in
,
C h's/h
prostitutIOn
lor
I er pro fi11-'0 1,

Article 5 dictates ten to twenty years of imprisonment for brothel owners who

" Article 3," Law on Suppression of the Kidnapping, Trafficking and Exploitation of
Human Persons,
20 1 " Article 4," Law on Suppression of the Kidnapping, Trafficking and Exploitation of
Human Persons,

200
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maintain control over child prostitutes202 • Article 8 general izes punishments from ten to
twenty years for anyone who purchases a minor without her consent or commits "an
203

immoral act

."

The International Criminal Court (ICC) was the first permanent treaty court
created to prosecute international human rights violators. The Nuremberg and Tokyo war
crime trials created precedents that made the evolution of the ICC possible. It came into
being on July 17, 1998, when 120 nations adopted the Rome Statute, which was
subsequently ratified by 60 nations on July 1,2002204 .
The United Nations Convention against Transnational Organized Crime was
created "to prevent and combat the smuggling of migrants as well as promote cooperation
among States Parties, while protecting the rights of smuggled victims205 .,, The
Convention was a response to the need for an international solution to an international
problem. As criminal syndicates have benefited from new technologies and globali zati on,
nations need to coalesce efforts to use those same resources to combat trafficking.
The Palermo Protocols, also called the Anti-trafficking Protocol are supplements
to the Convention against Transnational Organized Crime. They are made up of the
Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, especially Women and
Children, the Protocol against the Smuggling of Migrants by Land, Sea and Air, and the
Protocol against the Illicit Manufacturing and Trafficking in Firearms, Their Parts and

202 "Article

5." Law on Suppression of the Kidnapping, Trafficking and Exploitation of
Human Persons.
203 "Article 8." Law on Suppression of the Kidnapping, Trafficking and Exploitation of
Human Persons.
204 "About the Court," The International Criminal Court, accessed February 4, 20 II ,
http://www.icc-cpi.intlMenusIICC/About+the+Courtl.
205 Bales, 132.
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Components and Ammunition . The Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Traffick.ing
in Persons was wrilten to address the lack of a universal protocol that undertakes all of
the complex aspects of human trafficking. The protocol establishes the need for a holistic
and cooperative international approach and create measures to prevent trafficking, punish
traffickers, and protect victims. It also recognizes the need to standardize terminology
and laws206.
In Article 3, it defines traffick.ing as "the recruitment, transportation, transfer,
harboring or receipt of persons, by means of the threat or use of force or other forms of
coercion, of abduction, of fraud, of deception, of the abuse of power or of a position of
vulnerability or of the giving or recei ving of payments or benefits to achieve the consent
of a person having control over another person, for the purpose of exploitation2o ,-"
Exploitation refers to the prostitution of others or other forms of sexual exploitation,
forced labor or services, slavery or practices similar to slavery, servitude or the removal
of organs 20S:> The definition of traffick.ing also applies to child slavery, and defines a
child as anyone under the age of 18209
Article 6 lays out the responsibilities of governments to protect and rehabilitate
victims. It delineates to the state obligations to protect the privacy and identity of victims,
provide for physical, psychological and social rehabilitation, physical safety, housing,
counseling, legal and medical assistance, and opportunities for employment, education,

206 Bales, 50.
207 United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime, "Article 3," Protocol to Prevent, SlIppress
and PlInish Trafficking in Persons, especially Women and Children,
hit p :llwww.uncjin.orgIDocuments/Conventions/dcatoc/final _documents _2/convent ion_ %
20trafCeng.pdf.
208 Ibid.
209 Ibid, "Article 4".
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and vocational training. It encourages governments to cooperate with non-governmental
and inter-governmental organizations to achieve these goals2lO. The Anti-Trafficking
Protocol is unique because of its interpretation of the concept of consen!. Because many
tramcking relationships begin with consent, that is later enforced or coerced through
abuse and debt, many nations wanted to make initial consent irrelevant21I.
The Law n Suppression of Iluman Trafficking and Sexual Exploitation was
pas cd by the
the

ational As emblyon December 20,2007. Its objective is to implement

Proto 01 to Prevent, uppress, and Punish Tramcking in Persons, Especially

Women and

hildrcn, supplementing the

nited Nation Convention against

Transnational Organized rime, along with other agreements that suppress human
tramcking. It codifies the elements of the protocol and assigns punishment for cenain
actions. A number of chapters of the law arc rclated to child sex lavery in Cambodia.
For example, hapter VI explain what actions qualify as indecency again t
minors under fifteen years old, and "hat consequences result from those actions. For
exual intercourse, imprisonment of five to ten years is pre cribed. An indecent act is
defined as "touching or expo ing a genital or other sexual pan of another. or of having
an ther touch the actor's or a third person' genital or other sexual part, with the intent to
stimulate or satisfy the actor's sexual desire," and results in imprisonment of one to three
years and a fine of2,000.000 to 6,000,000 riels (U $500- 1500)212

210 Ibid, "Anicle 6".
211 Bales, 132- 133.
212 United at ions Omce on Drugs and Crime, "Chapter 6. Anicle 42." Law 011
SlIppressioll of Hllmall Tra./fickillg alld Sexllal £rploilalioll,

hnp://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/treatieCTOC/index.html.
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Chapter IV defin es child prostitution as "having sexual intercourse or other sex ual
conduct of all kinds between a minor and another person in exchange for anything of
value," and ensures that the minor will be exempt from retribution213 The law guards
against sexual exploitation by making the act of procuring prostitution,
drawing a financial pro fit from the prostitution of others; (2)
assisting or protecting the prostitution of others; (3)
recruiting, inducing or training a person with a view to
practice prostitution; (4) exercising pressure upon a person
to become a prostitute,
illegal in Article 25, and pun ishable for up to ten years impri sonmen~14
Brothel owners can be prosecuted under Article 3 I, which prescribes two to fj ve
years for the tolerance of prostitution and solicitation within its walls. The pun ishment
increases to seven to fifteen years when minors are involved21S. Purchasing sexual
services with a minor results in seven to fi ftee n years216 oliciting for child prostitution
results in two to fi ve years imprisonment and a fine of 4.000,000 to 10,000,000 riels (US
$ 1000-2500)211.

reating a contract with a minor or her guardian that obli gates the child

'"IInpnsonment 0 f fiIve to ten years218 .
.
to become a prostitute
resuIts 111

213 Ibid, "Chapter IV, Article 23."
214 Ibid, "Chapter IV, Article 25."
21 5 Ibid, "Article 3 1."
216 [bid, "Article 34."
217 Law on Suppression of Human Trafficking and Sexual Exploitation, "Article 35."
218 Ibid, "Arti cle 37."
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C. Regional Initiatives

Because trafficking often involves crossing international borders, and many of the
child sex slaves in Cambodia are immigrants from neighboring nations, collaborative
regional initiatives are some of the most important tools for combating trafficking.
Cambodia has bilateral agreements with other Southeast Asian nations, including
Thailand, Malaysia, South Korea and Japan219.
In 1999 the International Organization for Migration (10M) held a symposium for
the Bangkok Declaration on Irregular Migration, which established regional cooperation
" to provide technical assistance, capacity building, and information sharing hetween
countries

22o " In addition, it calls for the implementation of national laws to combat

trafficking, comprehensive research and analysis of causes and consequences of
trafficking, and public-awareness-raising measures. The Association of Southeast Asian
Nations (ASEAN) has worked to foster regional cooperation and create strategy in thi s
area, through instruments like the 1997 ASEAN Declaration on Transnational Crimes and
the 1999 ASEA

Plan of Action to Combat Transnational Cri me22l. In the ASEAN

Trafficking in Persons Report, the main issue the task force addresses is the necessity of
developing solid transnational monitoring capabilities and data collection in order to

. 22'-.
· . over tIme
evaluate programs and po IICles

"Cambodia Human Trafficking Datasheet," Strategic Information Response Network
(SIREN) (Phnom Penh, 2007): 5.
220 Ibid, 3.
22 1 SIREN, 3.
122 "Trafficking in Persons Report," ASEAN (20 10): 7,
http: //www.iom.ch/jahia/webdav/si te/myj ahiasi te/sharedlsharedlmainsi te/publ ished_ docsl
booksllowres%20asean%20report -complete.pd f.
6 Murphy
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I).

G overnment Agencies

The

arnbodian royal government has made signi ficant effons to counteract

trafficking within its borders 22 ] The National Commillee to Lead the Suppression of
1·lurnan Trafficking, Smuggling, Labor, and Sexual Exploitation in Women and Children
is the overarching authority over the ministries in thi s area 224 . The Cambodian
Council for

ational

hildren (CNCC) was created in 1995 to coordinate and implement programs

and policies dealing with Cambodian children. The Ministry of Interior, Depanment of
Anti-I-Iurnan Trafficking and Juvenile Protection is responsible for policing, raids, arrests,
and rescue mi sion ,and works closely with the Ministry of Justice 22 S, The Ministry of
ocial Affairs,

eterans and Youth Rehabilitation (MO ALVY) provides protection and

repalrimi n, and recovery. rehabilitation and reintegration programs and initiatives. The
Mini try of Labor and Vocational Training provides Cenificates of Identiry (C I) to
migrant workers in Thailand to protect them from being Irafficked 226
The Ministry of Women 's Affairs (MWV A) is also involved in prevention and
protection of child sex slavery through the departments of Social Affairs, Labor,
Vocational Training, and Youth Rehabilitation. The Mini try of Tourism works with
local non-governmental organizations

GOs) to raise awareness and apprehend foreign

sexual predator . The Mini try of Education, Youth and Spons is ac tively educating

m SIRE ,6.
224 Ibid, 6.
m Ibid, 6.
226 S IREN, 6.
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students to beware of recruiters221. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs and International
Cooperation collaborates with the United States Ambassador and Department of Labor.
The Royal Government of Cambodia is stri ving to increase cooperation with
Intergovernmental organi zations like the International Organization of Migration and the
United Nations.

E. Intergovernmental Cooperation

The United States Department of State gives the status of Ambassador to the head of
the Office to Monitor and Combat Trafficking in Persons to encourage host nations to
address the problem of child sex slavery228. The current Ambassador, John R. Miller,
affirm s, "we need to bring the same passion and commitment to this struggle that the
abolitionists of thi s country brought to the struggle against slavery based upon color 160
years ag0 229 " In 200 I, the United States Congress began mandating the Trafficking in
Persons Report that surnmarizes the state of prevention, prosecution and protection in 150
source, destination and transit countries involved in the global sex trade23o."
The two major intergovernmental organizations that are involved in combating
child sex slavery in Cambodia are the International Labor Organization's International
Program on the Elimination of Child Labor (lLOfIPEC) and the United Nations. There
are a number of United Nations Agencies and Projects that include the United Nations
Population Fund (UN FPA), the United Nations Inter-Agency Project on Human
221 Ibid, 6.
228 Batstone, 4.
229 Ibid, 4.
230 Ibid, 4.
6 Murphy
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Traffi cking (UN lAP), the United Nati ons Children's Fund (UN ICEF), the United Nations
Development Fund for Women (UN IFEM) and the United Nations Offi ce on Drugs and
Crime (UNO DC)23 1.
UN ICEF has been one of the most active agencies in fi ghting child slavery in
Cambodia. One of its main obj ecti ves has been to work with the Cambodian Bar
Association to creating trai ning programs for Cambodian lawyers on human rights and
the rights of the chi ld232 In April of2000, the Mini stry of Interior, UN ICEF and the
10 M initiated a training program fo r police regarding the sexual exploitation of children
in Cambodi a2JJ . The United Nations Transitional Authority for Cambodia (UNTAC) has
been in Cambodia since 1992, and much of its effo rts have been intended to reverse the
Khmer Rouge ideology that justifi ed the suppression of human rights. It has also
facilitated human rights training for judges, defense lawyers, and police23 ..
The UNT AC Declaration on the Rehabilitation and Reconstruction of Cambodia
is the final section of the Paris Accords that ended the Vietnam War2J5 . It designates their
most important goal as "the advancement of the Cambodian nation and people, without
discrimination or prej udice, and with fu ll respect for human ri ghts and fundamental
freedom for all 23 6.. That goal is currently being achieved more through the work of
nongovernmental organizations than through government initiati ves.

231 SIREN, 6.
232 Derks, 45.
2JJ Derks, 43.
234 Duffy, 10 1.
2J5 Ibid, 82.
236 Duffy, 82.
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F. Nongovernmental Organizations

The pioneer in anti-slavery organizations was the Society for the Mitigation and
Gradual Abolition of Slavery Throughout the British Dominions that was established in
1823

237

In 1824 it became the Society for Effecting the Abolition of the Slave Trade, and

later the Anti-Slavery Society238. In 1939 it became the first international organization
with the goal of combating slavery, the British and Foreign Anti-Slavery Society, and
continues under the name Anti-slavery International 239 . The evolution of this organization
reflects the growth and change of the global sex trade.
There has been a rapid proliferation of GOs related to human rights in
Cambodia. There are more than 150 organizations in Cambodia that fight slave~4o
Some examples include Agir Pour les Femmes en Situation Precaire (AFES[P), Antislavery International, Campus Coalition Against Trafficking, Children of the Night, the
Coalition Against Trafficking in Women, the Coalition to Abolish Slavery and
Trafficking, Free the Slaves, Hagar, International Justice Mission, Nightlight Design, the
Not for Sale Fund, the Protection Project, Rapha House, Sojourners, Stop the Traffick
and World Vision.
These organizations grew quickly because they are not encumbered by profit
motives, and usually unconcerned with political gain. Most of these organizations have
worked to changed policies and programs by influencing public opinion and raising
"What We Do: Frequently Asked Questions," Anti-Slavery Internatianal, (20 I0),
http://www .an tislavery .org/engl ish/what_ we_do/ant islavery_ internat ional_ todayI freq uent
Iy asked _questions.aspx.
2311 Bales, 71.
239 Anti-Slavery International.
240 Bales, 129.
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awareness, "translating the public redefiniti on into voter demand" 24'. A prime example is
the collaborati on between the Women's Media Center and the Cambodian Women's
Crisis Center to create radio and television programs that promote awareness242 . Other
organizations li ke the Cambodia Defenders' Project create training programs for police
and government offi cials about the issue of and legal policy the sex trade in Cambodia' 4]
Many organi zations provide rehabilitation services, often through shelters that
provide safety, housing, food, basic health care, educati on and/or vocational training and
sometimes even credit programs. Additionally, a number of organizations provide health
services fo r prostitutes and sex ually ex ploited girls and also educate the community about
HIV/AIDS. Organizati ons help victims transition into reintegration through job
placement, psychological and financial support for girls and their families.

VIIl. TRA SLATING LAW INTO ACTION: Prevention, Protection, Prosecution
aDd Sustainable Freedom

A. Human Development as a Prophylactic Against Slavery

A number of the Millennium Development Goals are related to prevention or
rehabilitati on of slavery. These goals were agreed on by the United Nations General
Assembly in 2000, with the goal of achievement by ?O15. The first MOG is "to eradicate

'4' Ibid, 82.
Schwartz, 422.
243 "What We Do," Cambodian Defender 's Project, 20 I0,
http ://www.cdpcambodia.org/content.php?id=2.
242
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ex treme poverty and hunger", measured by three targets: I A, to halve the proportion of
the world 's population li ving on less than US $ 1 per day, I B, to achi eve full and
producti ve employment fo r all, especially women and youth, and lC, to halve the
proportion of the world 's population Dsuffering from hunger244 . This is the first goal
listed for a reason.

The first step in creating sustainable development is to sustai n life with proper
food, water, and a safe place to live. These may seem like simple concepts, but forced
prostitution does not provide any of the basic necessities of li fe, usually not even clean
water, to child sex slaves. Girl child sex slaves li ve under squalid conditions, and those
ci rcumstances are the first thing that needs to be corrected in the rehabilitation process.
Rehabilitation methods often parallel the same needs as prevention methods. In thi s case,
the eradication of poverty and hunger would prevent many families from being desperate
enough to send their daughters into sexual expl oitation in the first place.

The second M DG is to achieve uni versal primary education, ensuring that all boys
and girls are able to ac hieve basic literacy. Aside from a lack of fundin g, the biggest
roadblock to achieving this goal is cultural at1itudes towards women and their role in
society that prevent women from completing primary school24s In Cambodia, girls are
o ft en obligated to drop out to fulfill famil ial duties. For this reaso n, the third MDG is
extremely importan t for fi ghting child sex slavery in Cambodia, which is to promote
gender equality and empower women. In fact, the first target of thi s goal is to "eliminate

244 "Goal I : Eradicate Extreme Poverty and Hunger. " United Nations Millennium
Development Goals (2000), ht1p:l!www.un.org/millenniumgoalsipoverty.shlml.
245 "Goal 2: Achieve Uni versal Primary Education." United Nations Millennium
Development Goals (2000), ht1p:llwww.un.org/millenniumgoalsleducation.shtml .
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gender disparity in primary and secondary education, preferably by 2005 , and in all levels
of education no later than 20 15246 ."

The sixth MDG, to combat HIV/AIDS, Malaria, and other diseases, also relates to
chi ld sex slavery, as Cambodia has the highest rate of HI VIA IDS in Asia, and child sex
slaves are especially susceptible to infection. The goals targets include halting and
reversing the spread of major di seases like Tuberculosis and Malaria that have a high
prevalence in Cambodia, and achieving universal HIV/AIDS treatment for those who
need it

247

•

There is a strong correlation between hi gher inequalities in socioeconomic

status and low health among communities. In populations as well, "societies have always
shaped patterns of disease ... in ways that reflect the distribution of advantage and
disadvantage in those societies248 ." Impoveri shed communities do not have the
knowledge about medicine or di sease. They also lack proper hygiene, water and nutrition
to fight infections. Both education and closing the socioeconomic gap will aid in
improving the general health of Cambodia.

The consequences of child sex slavery inevitably include physical ai lments. One
the steps in the rehabilitation process must be medical examinations and counseling at
health centers. These centers should create partnerships between local medical
professionals, lawyers, govemment officials and the police. HIV/AIDS should be a key

"Goal 3: Promote Gender Equality and Empower Women," United Narions
Millennium Development Goals, 2000, http://www.un.orglmillenniumgoals/gender.shtml.
247 "Goal 6: Combat HIV/AIDS, Malaria, and Other Disease," United Nations
Millennium Development Goals, 2000, http://www.un.orglmillenniumgoalslaids.shtml.
248 Jo C. Phelan and Bruce G. Link, " When Income Affects Outcome: Socioeconomic
Status and Health, Columbia School of Public Healrh 6 (2003) : 2.
246
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topic, and the center's staff should be involved in research, promoting awareness, and
preventing discrimination against HIV/AIDS victims249 .
Although Cambodia suffers from the highest HIV/AIDS infection rate in Asia, its
neighbor Thailand and many African nations have been successful is slowing the HIV
epidemic by simply instituting public health measures250 Building a strong connection
between the government, civil society, and health workers is the best way to ensure that
slave-owners are brought to justice and slaves receive treatment and education to prevent
the spread of disease.
Many of the mechanisms for achieving these MDGs are simple. Mosquito nets
have been an extremely inexpensive and effective way to prevent the spread of malaria.
Public awareness campaigns help reduce the stigma of HI VIA IDS and prevent its spread.
The elimination of poverty and hunger, and the growth of education require funding,
training, and collective wil l. These positive changes, especiall y educational opportunities
for women, will empower women to achieve economic autonomy by other means than
prostitution .
Indeed, the " Women's Empowerment Principles", created by the United Nations
Women's Fund and the United

at ions Global Compact just last year are simple

development concepts that will end chi ld sex slavery in Cambodia if they are
implemented. The principles are as follows:
( I) Establish high-level corporate leadership for gender
equality, (2) treat all women and men fairly at work -

"Strengthening Mechanisms and Strategies to Counter Trafficking," The Minisfly of
Women 's and Veteran's Affairs (2002): II .
250 Breyer and Stachowiak, 11 7.
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respect and support human rights and nondiscrimination,
(3) ensure the health, safety and well-being of all women
and men workers,

(4) promote education, training and

professional development for women, (5) implement

,

enterprise development, supply chai n and

marketing

practices that empower women, (6) promote equality
through community initiatives and advocacy, and (7)
measure and publicly report on progress to achieve gender

Once again, the basic rights of gender equality, health, safety, education, and advocacy
are all that are required to change a society that rapes its daughters to one that empowers
them .

B. Changing Cultural Attitudes

It is imperative that attitudes about sexual exploitation of children change before
any other anti-slavery action can be effective and sustainable. Public awareness
campaigns are one of the major tools in successful prevention efforts. The very first antislavery movement, the grandfather of Anti-Slavery International, was focused on
changing public consciousness. Their campaign was successfu l in shifting the focus of

United Nations Development Fund for Women, Women's Empowerment PrinCiples:
Equality Means Business, 20 I 0,
http://www.unifem.orglpartnershipslwomens_empowermentyrinciplesIwomens_empow
ermentyrinciples.php.
2S 1
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dialogue about slavery from economic matters to moral imperatives2n Recall the impact
that the collaboration between govemments, media, and concerned citizens has had on
HIV/AIDS and breast cancer awareness, genocide and child soldiery. The Ministry of
Women 's and Veteran's Affairs plans to work with partners in the mass media, j ournalist
associations, median NGOs, and uni versities to create new international and national
networks 25J
They will train the members of the partnership and then launch information and
advocacy campaigns on slavery, migration, and domestic violence, aimed at raising
awareness and changing public attitudes. The Ministry believes that:
positi ve socio-cultural attitudes towards the value of
daughters reduce portrayals of women as subordinate in
society or sexual objects and to respect confidentiality of
victims of trafficking and exploitation and forced labor254 .
It aims to create more positive socio-cultural atlitudes by educating families to avoid
di criminating against girls who have been victims of child sex slavery, to value their
daughters as more than property, and to avoid breaking up the family unit. It also
endeavors to raise awareness about the possibilities of deception and kidnapping, and
encourage parents to register birth certificates to help strengthen methods to find and
return missing daughters.
An educated public can bring pre sure on governments to protect victims and

punish criminals. When the public becomes aware of the extent of atrocities committed

Bales, 73 .
25) MWVA, 7.
254 Ibid, 7.
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against young girl sex slaves in Cambodia, its members will mobilize to seek justice and
end corruption. As a result, the government will be held accountable.

C. Religious Empowerment

Religion is also important in determining cultural perception of the role of groups
in society. Theravada Buddhi sm's message of individual salvation and equality appealed
to the Khmer people, who were exhausted after years of war and meaningless templebuilding. The last god-king, Prince Sihanouk, helped spread Theravada Buddhism
through the kingdom, saying:
it is because he preaches all the virtues with which a citizen
or a nation can adorn himself or itself for his or its greatest
good, particularly on honesty, temperance, sincerity,
pacifism, disinterest, altruism, and equality among all men
and all castes ... that we have elevated Buddhi sm to the
rank of Religion of our State 25S .
Theravada Buddhism encourages its followers to abstain from five practices,
killing or harming life, taking what is not freely given either directly or indirectly, sexual
immorality, false or improper speech, and excessive use of drugs and alcohol 256 These
precepts are intended to show respect for the rights of others, "to prevent men, not only
from overindulgence, but also from being a burden on society by appropriating more than

Peang-Meth, 446.
256 Malasekera, 155.
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Many child sex slaves are afraid to approach the police due to the high level of
corruption and their lack of money for bribes, and do not receive the necessary treatment
after escaping slavery260. At the G lobal Programme Against Corruption in Vienna in
December of 1999, the UNODC established prevention as an effective tool to reduce
corruption. It hi ghli ghted four key developments that are necessary to end corruption.
These include: "(a) economic development; (b) democratic reform ; (c) a strong civi l
society with access to information and a mandate to oversee the state; and (d) the
presence of rule of law'61."
If the judiciary that upholds the law is corrupt, then corruption will fl ourish in all
facets of society. Uncorrupt police and judges must work together with the support of the
government to enforce laws and fi ght slave ry. Even "the best judges and magistrates are
wasted if cases are never brought to them," and good investigations are pointless if
judges or magistrates are corrupt262 Goverrunents should create codes of conduct to
prevent corruption and require financial transparency, and the public must be aware of its
right and responsibility to hold the government accountable. Urging citizens to avoid
paying bribes and to report impropriety is paramount to ending corruption.
In 2006, the Cambodian Ministry of the Interior arrested 65 police officials for
complicity in human trafficking, including the former Deputy Director of the Police AntiHuman Trafficking and Juvenile Protection Department. While this shows progress, the
former Deputy Director was only sentenced to five year, while officials under his

260 Breyer and Stachowiak, 11 3.
261 United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime, Global Programme Against Corruption,
1994, http://www.unodc.orglpd flcrime/gpacpublications/cicp2.pdf.
262 United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime, Global Programme Against Corruption,
1994, http://www.unodc.orglpdflcrime/gpacpublications/cicp2.pdf.
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supervi sion were sentenced to seven263 . In Cambodia there is no freedom of information
law or protective measures for those who report corruption 2M Corruption will continue
with impunity until Cambodia's citizens are empowered to hold legal authorities
accountable.

,

Currently there are many government units and organizations that attempt to fight
corruption in Cambodia. Unfortunately, they do not carry much authority, lack resources,
and are often corrupted themselves. The Ministry of National Assembly Senate Relations
and Inspections (Mo ASRI) and the Anti-Corruption Unit in the Council of Ministers
investigate corruption. The

ational Audit Authority reports directly to the National

Assembly, but is highly politicized and has not released any public reports since its
creation in 2002. The

ational Assembly Commission for the Protection of Human

Rights and the Reception of Complaints was created in 2006 to be a forum for complaints
of the citizens of Cambod ia, to inform government policy, and to raise public awareness
of corruption . This three-pronged approach represents a positive trend in anti-corruption
framework 265 •
Some organizations that are a part of Cambodian civil society and are fighting
corruption in the royal government include the Centre for Social Development (CS D), the
Cambodian Human Rights Action Committee (CHRAC), The Cambodia League for the
Promotion and Defense of Human Rights (L1CADHO), and Pact Cambodia. The CSD's
primary objective is creating transparency by monitoring government activities. It
manages the "Court Watch Project," which publishes reports for the authorities on

"Anti-Corruption Resource Centre," U-I, 2006,4,
www.u4.no/helpdesk/helpdesk/query.cfm?id= 197.
264 Ibid.
265 Ibid, 6.
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observations of court cases. It is also involved in training teachers to advocate for good
governance. The Cambodian Human Rights Action Committee (CHRAC) is made up of
human rights organizations that believe in the power of anti-corruption law. It is
responsible for legislating many anti-corruption policies.
The Cambodia League for the Promotion and Defiance of Human Rights
(LJ ADHO) publi shes reports on human rights violations and implicates corrupt

government officials. Pact Cambodia publi shes Corruption Monitor in conjunction with
USA ID, which draws from local media to determine the state of corruption in Cambodia.
The Cambodian government restricts the media though harassment and suspension,
justified by the necessity of "national security," and state censorship is common.
However, many journalists are brave enough to report the truth, a vital step in exposing
the corruption to the public and causing them to fight for anti-corruption measures266 •
Less than a year ago, on March II , 20 I0, the National Assembly of the Kingdom
of Cambodia unanimously adopted its first Anti-Corruption Law. The Law was drafted in
1994, yet still lacks fundamental anti-corruption measures even after sixteen years of
revi sion. George Boden, from the organization Global Witness, warned that the lack of
separati on between high-ranking government officials and the anti-corruption unit,
including the friendship between unit head, Om Yentieng, and Prime Minister Hun Sen,
. .
'
'bl e267 .
would make convictions
near Iy Impossl

George Boden, an advocate of Global Witness, explains that activists who have

266

U4, 6.
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George Boden," ew Cambodian Anti-Corruption Plan Will Not Stop High Level

Offenders," Global Witness (20 I0): I.
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trategies to Counter Trafficking." One of its major points was that "personal and
economic empowerment are key factors in both resettlement and prevention
. empowerment for
. 271" 0
st ra t egles
. ne 0 f the most success ful methods of economiC

women, especially in regions where women do not receive as much education and are
culturally not valued as highly as men, has been microfinance. In 2007, Forbes Magazine
ranked the top 50 microfinance institutions out of 641, which demonstrates both the
prevalence of these programs and their financial success272 .
The first microloan bank was the Grameen Bank that began in Jorba, Bangladesh
in 1976. The villagers there own 95% of its equity, and it is financed entirely by donors.
It gives small loans to impoverished entrepreneurs, 97% of who are female, in five

member groups without require collateral or legal documentation. The lack of restraints
on borrowing has proven successful, as there is a 97.38% recovery rate for loans and US
$9.1 billion of the US $10.26 disbursed has been repaid . The Grameen Bank received the
Nobel Peace Prize in 2006 for its "efforts to create economic and social development
from belo~7h
Clearly, the Grameen Bank has been successful, as have many other microcredit
institutes which has facilitated their proliferation. Because loans are funded entirely by
donors, who can choose to reinvest or withdraw recovered loans, there is virtually no
cost. If enough women are empowered through microloans in Cambodia, daughters will
not be forced into the sex trade, and fonner prostitutes will not be forced to return. When
MWVA, 4.
272 Matthew Swibel, "The World's Top 50 Microfinance Institutions," Forbes Magazine
(2007), http://www.forbes.coml2007/ 12120/top-phi lanthropy-microfinance-bizcz 1220land.html.
27:r;'G rameen Bank: At a Glance," Grameen Bank, January, 20 II , http://www.grameeninfo.orglindex .php ?option=com_content&task=view&id=26& Itemid= I 75.
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establishing microcredit institutes, leaders should utilize existing women's groups and
village associations to facilitate installation. Giving women ownership and control over
programs such as these will improve their chances of sustainabiliry274.
In hi s Statement to the I 7'h Session of the Commission on Sustainable
Development, Secretary· General of the United Nations, Ban Ki·Moon recognized,
we must also remember that when women are empowered,
so are their children. They are more likely to receive
education, proper nutrition and health care. As many micro·
credit schemes across the world can testify, investment in
women is the best investment for the future 275
As Secretary-General Ban Ki-Moon asserts, the best way to empower women and
subsequently empower their children is through education.

F. Education

Education and welfare are the best protections against child sex slavery. The
World Bank argues that the best possible financial investment Cambodia could make is to
strengthen the education system to create a skilled workforce that can compete in the
region and reduce poverty276. Fortunately, Khmer culture respects educated people and
considers them morally superior. For this reason, students often "complain that their

27. Schwartz, 431 .
275 Ban Ki.Moon, "Secretary-General's Statement to the 17th Session of the Commission
on Sustainable Development," New York, NY, May 13,2009.
276 Duggan, 371.
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parents are 'so strict' (kllaic lIall) with regard to schooling,,2H Parents who are
financiall y secure do encourage their chi ldren, including daughters, to remain in school.
Teachers are regarded as role models of proper behavior and expected to encourage
similar behavior. Khmer children refer to their teachers as "second mother" and "second
father," and parents are likely to side with the "second parent."
Khmer refugee parents raising their children in the United States recognize the
importance of educating both boys and girl s equally, and mention free public education
as one of the best things about life in the United tates. These parents want their
daughters to continue on to college and become the agents of their own li ves2n From
thi , it can be assumed that when young gi rl s receiving a full education is the social norm,
and education is nOl a financial burden on the family, Khmer families will support the
education of their daughters.
That education in tum , will create women who can self-advocate and become
involved in politics and their communities. Cambodian NGOs made a collective effort to
increase women's legal literacy prior to the 2002 commune elections. As a result, 16% of
village leadership after the election was made up of women 279 This clearly demonstrates
that educating women is both easy and effective. In the private sector, as women become
educated and learn trade skills, they will be able to compete with men for high-paying
jobs. In a world where money is power, high paid women can create an atmosphere that
does not support child sex slavery while bringing in enough income to support their
families.

277 Smith-Hefner, 139.
278 Ibid, 147.
279 Schwartz, 429.
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Educating women is a long-tenn investment with high social dividends. Nobel
Prizewilmer Amrtya Sen claims that by empowering women through education; gender
bias, child mortality, and fenility rates decrease, creating a healthier and more egalitarian
28o Ed
'
t
" allows women to recogmze deception, understand and fight for theIr
.
socle y . ucattOn

rights, and find alternative fonns of employment. In this way, education is more effective
than laws, governments and the economy in preventing slavery.

lX. CO eLUSION: The Cost of Slavery

Criminal syndicates are regularly dismantled from financial scrutiny rather than
by being caught red handed . The most powerful traffickers are tied to criminal syndicates
and can be brought down using financial investigations. Intergovernmental organizations
like the International Monetary Fund, the World Bank and the United Nations, and
nations that are global economic powers can impose economic sanctions on nations that
allow sexual exploitation to flourish within, and promote penneability of, national
borders. In much the same way, consumers can reduce profits for slave owners by
refusing to purchase products and services made by slave labor.
There is a negative association between the number of slaves in a nation and the
strength of its economy. Roben B. Smith compared 138 nations with the United Nations
Human Development Index, and found that slavery was more indicative of poor

Schwanz, 429.
8 Murphy
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development than culture, democracy, civil conflict, and government corruption or
debt'81. Free labor is more productive than slave labor, and Free people work hard to
purchase "things they' ve never had, things they' ve dreamed of giving to their children.
They become what a slave can never be: a consumer,,282.
There is a negative cycle of violence that leads to slavery through arms trade,
corruption and embedded cultural aggression toward women . However, there is also a
positive cycle of economic empowerment, education, awareness, and productivity. While
purchasing arms may give governments immediate control , they lead to destruction.
Investing in Freedom yields a healthy, educated, stable, productive society. It turns slaves
as economic resources into human resources as citizens.
It is estimated that it only costs an average of US $35 to rescue and rehabilitate a

former slave 283 Following Kevin Bales estimate that there are 27 million slaves in the
world; the cost of ending not just chi ld sex slavery, but all forms of slavery would bejust
under US $100,000,000, a number that is significant in Cambodian culture as the square
of the ancient myriad. There are currently an estimated 6,907,383,720 people in the
world 284 If everyone in the world were will ing to underwrite his or her share in
eradicating slavery it would amount to a mere US $0.01. Iffor no other reason, the
economic benefit of investing in the abolition of global slavery is extremely worthwhile.
Since the end of the Cold War and the proliferation ofneoliberal economies have
overshadowed the concurrent spread of democratic ideals. Human rights and freedom

281 Bales, 106-107.
282 Bales, 18.
283 Ibid, 17.
284 "U.S. World and Population Clocks," U s. Census Bureau, March 22, 201 1,
http://www.census.gov/mai nlwww/popclock.html.
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have been pushed aside to allow economic deregulation and prosperity for the elite few.
If the democratic world reclaims its ideals and the most important human right, the right
to freedom , governments wi ll be forced to fight slavery within their borders. Once the
human population has overcome the overwhelming breadth of this issue, it possesses the
resources, knowledge and legal authority to get to the depth of the problem.
Ending the cycle of child sex slavery is possible through prevention, protection,
prosecution and sustainable freedom. Prevention efforts will change cultural perceptions
and empower women. Protecting victims and prosecuting traffickers and sexual predators
will make enslaving children more dangerous than profitable. Sustainable freedom for
fonner child sex slaves can be achieved by providing health care, education and
vocational training to produce alternative fonns of employment and reintegrate into
society. Prolonged counseling and support systems are necessary to make freedom
sustainable. By instituting these practices, we can achieve what fonner United States
Secretary of tate Condelezza Rice calls "the great moral calling of our time" in
defeating child sexual slavery in our world28$
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